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UMaine kicks off Homecoming weekend
Photo illustration by Tim Boyd
• Speaker
Ad executive takes
on question of ethics
By John Roy
Staff Writer
A little bad press can do a lot to
create an undeserved reputation
Richard Jones, senior vice pres
ident and management supervisor
of the advertising agency. Young
and Ruhicam Inc of New York.
can attest to that
Jones was at the University of
Maine Thursday night to polish
the tarnished reputation of Amen -
can advenisers
reputation that, he said, is
unwarranted
Ti. start his talk. lone, cited a
recent Gallop pot asking for the
least tramed professionals in the
S Advertisers ranked 21 out of
25 Thes came in just ahead of car
salespersons and politicians
Jones said this reputation was
totally unwarranted and is caused
lay a few had apples that everyone
hears about
Janes added that the American
Association of Advertising Agen-
elec. which represents about RO per
cent of ad agencies in this 4.4 y,
has a code of conduct that sets the
guidelines advertisers must follow
"Advertising is a very regulat-
ed industry on 3 national level."
Jones said
Among othei things, the code
states that claims not proven to he
true cannot he used, and testi mom
als cannot be used unless hacked
by research.
A lot of the had apples are in-
house agencies and local advertisers
who are not members of the AAA a.
Jones said That is whs they can pet
awaa with what they do
Jones said a big part of the
problem is that critics dc not un
deratand the role of advertising
Advertising is supposed to cell
something. and when selling some
thing a person is not going to point
out the had at the same time they
point out the goad Still, in a recent
poll Jones referred to. Rs percent
of people think ads are misleading
Jones said that it an ad is M-
ewed of tieing unethical. it can pei
through three stages of scrutiny
See ETHICS on page 16
By Mike IViclaughlin
Staff Writer
Homecoming weekend begins
tonight and if the recent trend con-
tinues many University of Maine
students will indeed go home.
"In recent years students have
just sort of looked at it as if Home
coming is an alumni event, so they
abandon ts amp's on Homecoming
weekend It's like family is com-
ing and all of the sudden half of the
family disappears The other half
tithe family are students who are
tere," Nancy Ds can, \ ice presi-
dent of alumni activities, said.
[assail, whose department co-
t infinates Homecoming act i y ities,
said she would like to see more
students get involved in the events
t tat take place over the weekend
"It used to get the alumni all
f red up when they came hack.
lhes.'d start coming onto campus
aid they 'd see all the students out
there and it would get all the alum -
n so that they 'd join the bandwag-
on too,' she said
1)yaart pointed to the change in
tte demographics of the student
boils as one reason the interest in
Homecoming has des-tined 'seE
the years She explained that more
o the I:Maine students of the ',Rh
ate non -traditional students %sato
rills he single parents or may have
work contmitments which make it
impossible for them to get involved
in the activities.
"('ircumstances in their life
dictate that they has-e other re-
sponsibilities and other priorities,"
she said.
1)s san is concerned many stu-
dents who attend this universits
are unfortunately missing out on
one of the kes. elements of the
college years
"It's proper that students have
a focus on academics_ It's proper
that students have a focus on their
goal and where they hope to he
after they graduate. But part of a
college experience is the living
and learning experience on cam-
pus and it enriches the college ex -
penance for students." lassart said
"Mans sears from now you
don't necessarily remember every
hour spent in the classroem The
things you do remember are the
friendships the special activities
You enjoyed together and the things
you did that helped !tiring the cam-
pus together
1)s sari said some student orga
ni7ations are making the effort to
break the recent Homecoming
trend and bring both past and
present I'Maine students hack to-
gether She said, lot example, that
sonic of the fraternities and soror-
ities are holding reunions with their
Greek alumni. Also, Dysart said
All Maine NVomen is revitalizing
the Homecorniag Dance, which has
not been held for about 20 years
Chris White, director of
UMaine's marching hand, said it is
important for alumni and current
students to join theii efforts during
Homecoming weekend The
marching hand ta ill host I, 'Maine's
alumni hand during tomorrow's
activities
Celebrating Homecoming to-
gether increases the level of all-
around school spirit according to
White "Ii brings former students
hack to campus and makes them
feel like they are part of the spirit "
White also said he hopes the
marching hand members learn from
their alumni counterparts "It gives
them a chance to relive those old
traditions "
['hiring the halt-time of tomor-
row's football game, White said
the marching hand plans to recog-
ni7e and thank the Alumni Associ-
ation for IIS contribution of uni-
forms to the hand.
Dysart said alumni do a great
deal of donating to this campus and
on the ay erage ¶2 million is re-
ceived at I. Maine from former stu-
dents These dollars go to such
things as scholarships, equipment
See HOMECOMING
on page 16
• Lack of candtdatP vrsts
Faculty Senate takes action on
chancellor seardi committee oversight
3y Chris DeReCk
Staff Writer
Faculty Senate fumed a mil-
ion allowing senate mai-Ala
Virginia Gibson to write a letter
o the cturirpercon of the chan-
rIlor's search committee at its
riveting Wednesday
The motion, sponsored by
Senator Ken Pink. empowers
Gibson to send a letter detailing
oncerns with the lack of sched-
uled camp's visits for the final-
ists for the chancellor oleic Uni-
versity of Maine System
Edmund Shepherd, the see-
ste's representative to the
I !Maine System board of trust-
ers, reported to the amide that,
according to a litany), !Mgr%
,Vew.‘ story, seven finalists have
been named
"There were supposed to be
Maps visits by. the various can-
lidilliehe said "I haven't heard
anything since (the last ROT
meeting). h's getting kind relate
to scbstlide meetings at all the
Fred Hutchinson rnaKes a response to questions* the FactihN
Senate meeting (Geyerhahn photo.)
campuses
1 %snide, if there are no visits,
what sort of candidates are up for
the job"
Senator Tina Passman ex-
pressed concern that the meetings
were not scheduled, though sur-
ceased!) part of the search process
"Whenever engaging in
search of this magnitude, h's a
meter of public record to have
campus visits," she sa,r1
1,Maine Presidt rit Fred
Hutchinson urged the senate ta
keep the contents of the tenet o'
complaint focused on he varct-
corm-et. and not on the banes-Do;
candidates.
See FACULTY SENATE
1-417,r,
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WorldBriefs
• Haiti
Opponents hope for peaceful resolve
1 PORT-ALT-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) - With 10 days left before Jean-RertrandAristide is to return to pow er under a U N plan, the president • s aides anti the niilitary
opposing him are insisting - at least publicly that the conflict can he resolved
ithout resorting to %wiener
But the accord suffered yet another setback Wednesday %hen Robert Mahal. the prime
minister Aristide named six weeks ago, told The Associated Press that if Anstide• snot able
to return on Oct 10, the plan w ill have failed
That would mark the end of my mission." he said Wednesday
Hours later in another interview, Mahal. who is the linchpin of the international effort.
seemed to hack off his threat Even SO, there were few developments to suggest the plan
could he put back on course in its final days
Hopes were dimmed further when the president of the Chamber of Deputiet, Antoine
Joseph. said parliament is unlikely to complete its work to remit% e the disputes by Oct 10
In Port-au-Prince, meanwhile, at' S Embatsy spokesman added tough conditions for
the l'nited States to support lifting the international embargo on oil and weapons to itne of
the world's poorest countries
The potentially &satiating sanctions were meant to pressure It Gen Raoul Cedrat anti
his military tupporterc into adhering to the Governor's Island plan. which Cedrat and
Aristide signed in July. Cedrat, the arny. commander, was a leader of the September 1991
coup that toppled .Nrittide
Embassy spokesman Stanley S. hrager said the United States was demanding - as
before -- that Cedrat step own.d hut also that military leaders request a return of the I' N
mission to Hatt, ind that the army suppress the civilian gangs working with it to terrorire
the capital
• Radioactive waste
Russia ceases dumping
in response to protests
MOSCOW (AN — Russia will halt its dumping
of hiss -level radioactive waste into the Sea of Japan
after protests from Japan and South Korea, officials
said Thursday
A Russian military that last Sunday dumped 21-.000
gallons of liquid nut lear waste into the Sea of Japan. ;V
miles west of the Japanese island of Hokkaido
Russia had planned to dump a second load of liquid
waste by Ni'. I hot came under strong international
pressure to halt the practice The waste comet from nuclear
warships in Russia's Ptscific Fleet
Lao weekend's dumping came 'no da% after Russian
President Bons 1 ebsin agreed with Japanese Prime Minit -
ter Monhiro Hosoleau a that the dumping, believed to have
gone on since 1)66. was harmful The dispute threatened to
undermine the improvement in relations between the two
countries that resulted from elttin't %lot to Tokyo last
week
Members of Japan's, liberal i)emocratic Pam which
was the governing party until August, reportedly urged
Tot.% to freeze its financia; aid to Russia Japan has offered
SI t-t 'ion in credits tr. 14.4otcow
• Georgia
Clinton offers US
services in peace talks
TRn Isl. Georgia *Xi - The I kneed Stl, ate is offer-
% ing ti participate in peace talks in Georgia. and President
Clinton has incited Georgian k-ader 6dowd Shevald-
nadir to visit Wathrngton. Georgia ' government undiluted's
The government released a tenet from( )inton to Shevard
nadir that expressed strong hacking for the Georgian lender,
who faces two maim insurrections that threaten to dismember
the fanner Soviet repuhla
• 'I have been following ckiqeb the nag A events unfolding
in your counts and want to mum yon at ms confirmed full
supprorl for your leadership and for Georgia's territorial triter
rut and covereignty;. Clinton wrote to Shevaninadir
The letter noses the I. N Securitt Council has condemned
recent aggression in Georgia's Abkhazia region, a province
along the Black Sea that fell to separatists last month Shevard
nadir also facet a rehelhon ht supporters former Georgian
pn-sident 7viad Gamsalchurdia
• Haitian opponents hope for a peaceful resolution
• U.S. helicopters fired on, dans continue fighting in Somalia
• Ptutesh from Japan and South KOf'ea haft Russian dumping
• Clan violence
Somalis believe dvil war will continue
2 and a clan leader warned that Somalia may plunge hack into civil war if the 1 . n .MOGADISHU, Somalia t - S helicopters drew grenade fire Wednesh.
Nations does not crack down on Mohamed Farrah Aidid's militia
Mogadishu has been largely quiet since Aidid announced a unilateral cease-fire on Oct
9 Occasional shooting incidents have occurred and there are signs of increased !mien
between Aidid anti Ali Mahdi Mohamed, his clan tit al who controls northern Mogadishu
Mohamed kaniare, chairman of Ali Mahdi's faction told reporter Wednesday that
Aidid's militiamen were continuing to fight
If U.S. troops anti othet ' N peacekeepers "cannot do anything, then we have hidden('
ourselves," he said " The resumption of tat il war is imminent, that is how it looks "
A mcket-pimpelled grenade exploded about 40 yards from a U S Army Rlackhawk
helicopter flying user an Aidid stronghold in southern Mogadishu before. dawn Wednesdav
No one was injured.
A few hours earlier another Rlackhau k pilot on patrol over Rakara market reported 0. •
what he appeared to he a grenade passed within 20 to 411 feet without exploding
N officials said they believed the incidents were isolated and not a sign that the crw.
fire was about to break down in southern Mogadishu
President Clinton has sent heats reinforcement.: to Somalia to strengthen the UN
peacemaking force before he recalls American malls by March 11 At the same time, the
'nited States has hacked at% ay from confrontation with Aidid and taken a more concilialcry
approach in seeking a political settlement
Mai Gen Thomas Morttgomera head of 1.* S forces in Somalia, ta,d Tombs --
American tnwj. would stay ,,ft the streets of southern Mogadishu except for emergen, -
such at going to the aid of ' N peacekeepers
• Middle East
Negotiations snag over
Palestinian' • prisoner issue
c IARA Egypt AP Israeli anti Palestinian
ie.-legations hit then first tenons negotiating snag
Thundat over lsraels refusal to release Palestinian
prisoners accused at kith!), israeli t inzens
The prisoners tssur is sensitive the Israeli govern-
ment. which worries that right wing groups will he ahle to
strengthen opposition to its peace pact with the PLO it
Palestmians accused of murdering Israelis during the sla-
ver. Palestinian uprising are released
do not see there atitI he ant was we can make an
agreement unless there is a haste change in the Israeli
positions an prisoners said the leader oil the Palestinian
delegation. Nen! Sham% an adviser to PLO chief Vaster
Arafat
fusel has said it opposes releasing the Sflfl to 611(1 prison
ers accused of killing Israeli citizens These are about 1 2.11n1
Palestmian detainees in Israeli prisons and detention centers
 ,)•11.
• Coup
Coup carried out against
elected Burudi leader
.AIR(1111 Kenya AP) A deposed
6pretident led an arms coup Thursdat against F
di first popularit elected leader and took him cap-
tive. the Burundi ernhasss m Rwanda said
In a cmnrmllnkfue issued in Kigali. capital of neighhot
ing Rwanda. the Burundi emtiasss said President Mektiot
Ndadaye. C. was being held ht athel soldiers
The commumque said the ministers of foretgr tfYstrc.
Inferior and social affairs also were in the hands
and that the stale radio and televition station. ir
Of Butumhum were surrounded
emhasct s statement said the cour v5, led It•
former President lean Baptiste %gam. who- returned fror
exile in hilt ft-41(min' the el.-talon in bine ot Ndadaye
Bagaia was deposed in i (Ms- in a cour
!atom a way was defeated he Sitiadat- r
multipart% electing since independence '
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• Plowing
Wanted: Definition of Greek status—on or off?
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
After the 11niversity of Maine's Greeks
successfully settled the issue of how their
parking lots would get plowed this winter,
plans turned to the creation of a new refor-
mation committee.
The committee will re-examine the ink
UMaine's fraternities and sororities play
with the university, according the Brent
Littlefield. a brother of I Arohda Chi Alpha.
and f -inner student governmt nt president
Littlefield said the origin of this question
surrounds the fact that Greeks own their
osso houses. To UMaine's administration.
at least traditionally so, this places them
precariously within a limbo between °n-
and oft-campus status
To some Greeks. this has been quite
frustrating Jennifer Duncan. a sister of Al-
pha Omicron Pi. said the houses toggle
between being on- and off -campus, depend -
mg upon what's more convenient for the
university administration
"1 don't think the administration is effi-
cient in anything they do concerning the
Greeks. They need to make a ink and stick
to it,- she said
The recent snowplow debate ties in di-
rectly with the on-ot-off-campus question.
Tom Cole, director of Facilities Manage-
ment, said
Problems. largely economic ones, that
has e ins oh ed this odd state of affairs have
been going on for years. Cole said
In this case, the problems were tempo-
rarily solved after the Inter-Fraternity Coun-
cil appealed to the Business and Finance
Office, who provided enough money for
one full-time equivalent worker. or an FM.
Cole said.
An FIT is a shared job performed by
sevetal workers, whose total hours on that
task equal those of one full-time employee
This should he sufficient for safely
plowed lots, ha:ring unusually he'- y snows
this winter. Cole said.
Cole said he hoped the committer would
he successful in its attempt to better define
the role of Greeks
Many difficulties like these could be
thwarted before they had a chance to begin.
he said, through better understanding of the
Greeks' role on campus
"It's so we won't he sitting around, doing
the same things over again." he said, referring
to how the same problems. such as the snow
plowing issue, often arise annually
Littlefield said that he belies ed the com-
munity service local Greek organi rations
provirk to the area should he a sireatile
factor in determining their position with
UMaine, since they improve the universi -
ts 's image this way.
The IR_' will soon draft a letter, ad-
dressed to UMaine president Fred Hut( bin -
son, that will outline their plan for a commit-
tee and request his help in making it official
Both issues grew out of an IFC meeting
held last week, where members of [Maine ' s
fraternities and sororities met with the heads
and representatives of v3.600% on-campus
administrative departments.
That meeting began as a discussion of a
Facilities Management memo, which said
that the university would no longer fund
snowplowing of the Greek parking lois
It soon des-eloped into an agreement that
the Greeks' status with the campus would
have to he defined first to make it easier
Littlefield said some attempts with goals
similar to the currentls planned commit-
tee's were made in the past but they were
ineffective. noting former president Dale
lick's 1989 ad-hoc committee on the Greek
system
He's more optimistic about this attempt.
he said, because this committee would spend
most of its energy thoroughly examining the
role that Greeks play in relation to the Uni-
versity of Maine
• Post-traumatic stress disorder
Veteran with Vietnam defense gets 26 years on weapons charge
Pt 11(11,AND, Maine I AP1 An ex-
infantryman who ins oked an insanity de-
fense based on his combat service in N-iet-
nam was sentenced Thursday to 26 sears in
prison for a cons iction on a federal weapons
charge targeted at repeat criminal offenders
Patrick V% Tracy, 44, of Dedham, Masc.,
w as sentenced h U S District Judge D
Brock lirambs at the close of a three-hour
heanng in
ray o. a. arrested follow mg a $1 7s51)
armed rolabers on May IS, 1991. at a Shaw's
supermarket in Saco. for which stale charg-
es are pending
At his trial last April on the weapons
charge. Tracy based his defense on a claim
that he suffers post-traumatic stress disor-
der a mental condition he said made him
unable to appreciate the wrongfulness of his
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Defense attorney l)asid Beneman had
asked that Tracy he given treatment list
PTSD during his incarceration. and 'tombs
agreed to include such a recommendation in
the sentence
Tracy had been found guilts of iolating
the federal Armed Career Criminal Act,
which carries a sentence of 15 year( to life
At the sentencing, /Limbs noted that
Tracy, had been cons iciest pies jousts of two
counts of armed robben and one count of
assault on a police officer all in Massachu-
setts
S Attorney Jay P McCloskey said
Tracy was the type of repeat offender Con-
gress had in mind when it passed the law.
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• Resources
Federal agency increasing clean water regulations
By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
Water is big business Here in Maine, a
large portion of our reputation as a declina-
tion for tourists depends on the perception
that our water is pure and clean
Increasingly, the area of clean water stan-
dards is coming under federal regulation.
This was the topic of a lecture titled -tales
from the Jungle: Drinking Water Supplies in
Small Maine Communities" given by Jeff
McHurnie, assistant professor of bio-re-
source engineering at the University of
Maine
"It itwasn't so serious, it would he
funny We have a situation of engineer vs.
engineer, and entity s s entity The govern-
ment tends to take a meat-ax approach. and
Ir • • 8...•
st 1 11
establish one regulation for the entire nation
with no regard for geological or natural
water quality differences from area to area."
Mcliumie said
In 1974 the Envimnmental Protection
Agency had 24 regulations for clean water
Today: that number stands at well over MC,
with approximately 25 new ones being add-
ed every year
These laws affect every establishment
that provides water for 25 or more people
Here in Maine. this means a lot of small
businesses such as campgrounds and restau -
rants fall within the scope of the EPA
There are many obstacles involyed with
complying with this ever-burgeoning set of
regulations, the largest of which is cost The
cost of installing a system to meet every
EPA specification can easily run into the $5
i I. Alb
...AO VA.
Ge.10 v-
VII• A. •
tni he d
-quiumrsla"
'a'..-t" w".11114
1.• MM.
million range To help bring these small
businesses into compliance. McHumie has
teamed with the Maine Rural Water Associ-
ation. and des eloped a number of solutions
The main criteria of any filtration system
was one of appropriate technology. Most of
the small water systems that are involved are
operated on a pan-time basis by people
whose full-time job is running their busi-
ness Consequently. and filtration system
installed must be simple and easy to main-
tain.
Mcliumie worked on several answers to
the problem. including the use of sand fil-
ters. hag filters and cartridge filters, with the
cartridge filter proving to he the most eco-
nomical These have shown to he highly
effective, and ha% e been installed in a num-
ber of sites around the state
r1.0 V' OD
bail...G. A. al
ut you:. pr liter
Witb Visa' youll be accepted at more than 10 million
places near* three times more than American Express
And that's riot a misprint
Visa. Its Everywhere You Want To Se'
ii.
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However, new regulation is emerging
every year, and so must new solutions. Die
next step lies in the area of pre-filtratim
systems. according to Mcliumie.
"This is a never-ending battle. New reg-
ulations are being handed down every day.
In fact the Clean Water Act is coming up for
re-certification next year and is probably
going to be mad more stringent," McBuntie
said.
• Health costs
Substance abuse
said to kill
500,000 annually
A'ASII1NGTON ( AP) - Abuse of alco-
hol, tobacco and drugs is killing more than
500,000 Americans a year and placing -an
enormous burden • on the health "stem and
society as a whole, according to a study
released Thursday
Efforts to hold down soaring health
are doomed unles. the nation finds was, to
get people to stop abusing these addictive
substances, warns the report sponsored by
the Robert A'0041 Johnson Foundation
"Substance abuse and addiction are
destroying families, dris ing up health care
costs, overwhelming the education. cnmi-
nal justice and social systems of this nation
and contributing to an unprecedented wave
iolence and hismelessnecs.'' said Joseph
A Cal i fano Jr . the former secretary of health.
education and welfare
%1 ithont an all-out attack on substance
abuse and addiction, reforms designed to
pros ide health care for all Americans at a
reasonable ce:4 are di iomed to fa i lure .' said
Califano. now the resident of the Center on
Addiction and Substance Abuse at Coh:7,
ha I niversity in New l'ort
He said the National Institutes or Hearth
spends more than $4 billion a year sponsor-
ing research on cancer, heart disease and
.AIDS. but less than 20 percent ot that study-
ing substance abuse and addiction, "the
cause and exacrrhator of all three of those
costly and deadly ailments
Dr Steven A Schroeder. president of
the Princeton. NJ -based Johnson founda-
tion. termed substance abuse an epidemic
and the countr, • s No 1 health problem
The report prrpared by Blandei t vc--
Institute for Health Policy says that
many of the estimated 520.000 deaths each
year linked to substance abuse ucout,-
reduced - if not eliminated — by char,.
people's habits
" The total economn, cost of substance
abuse on the I S econorny each year 1,
staggenng itt elk-c.v. of S218
WE, it said That includes an ectimatec
billion in alcohol-related cot". S72 hilts,'
Iron smoking and S67 billion from ci -
abuse
rurr I lirr;04
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• Family planning
Birth control options improve for women
By Karla Stansbury
Staff Writer
Women's health is no longer being ne-
glected. With more funding for research and
a focus on preventative medicine. Bonnie
Jackson, nurse practitioner, said she and
others at the Women's Health Center are
excited
Last semester, the Women s I lealth Cer
tel began offenng Norplant, a form of long-
term contraception
Jackson said the implants are placed just
under the skin of the upper arm and provide
protection for Itse years
"This method has 99 percent effective-
ness," Jackson said
She said the cost seems to cause a prob-
lem for many people interested in NOT-
plant--- the six implants cost around S400
Some implants have been done at no cost,
through the :!orplant Foundation. but the
st intent must he in a certain finam ial bracket
to he eligible
Jackson said the cost of Norplant is com-
parable to that of birth control pills over five
years
Jean Anne Sturmp, assistant at the Wom-
en's Health Center said considering the cost,
the amount of people interested in Norplant
is about what she expected
"Norplant's new and like anything else,
it's bound to improve," Sturrup said.
Something similar to Norplant is Capro-
nor, a two-capsule system with a progester-
one hormone This is still waiting for ap-
proval. If passed, it will provide I 8 months
of protection.
Jackson said another form of contracep-
tion offered is Depo-Provera, a synthetic
progesterone given through an injection
every three months This was approved by
the Federal Drug Administration last year.
"Some women prefer this method be-
cause it alleviates having to remember to
take a pill everyday," Jackson said. "Also,
many women like the possibility of not
having any periods with this method."
Sturrup said this costs approximately
$36 per shot
The morning-after pill is an emergency
contraceptive. it can be given within 72
hours of unprotected intercourse.
Also, Reality, the female condom, was
recently approved and is now on the market.
"It's a tremendous addition to the barrier
methods for women in that they do not have
to convince or rely on their partners to use
this," Jackson said
Stirrup said she thinks the Women's
Health Center will always be in the growth
and development stage, because it is open to
the always changing needs of women. She
said education is the key.
Jackson said the Women's Health Cen-
ter offers annual gynecological exams,
screening for sexually transmitted infec-
tions, pap smears, hi-east exams, birth con-
trol counseling and education, treatment for
urinary tract infections, pregnancy testing,
options counseling and consultation for
premenstrual sy ndrome, menopause and
sexuality issues
Jackson also said the Women's Health
Center encourages partners to come in, be-
cause it shows support for each other.
• Financial aid
Thousands get Pa Grants for decade or more
WASHING TON (AP) — More than
4,000 students have collected Pell grants for
II sears or more, and in one case a student
got the federal mi y tor I years, Sen Sam
Nunn said !‘ednesdas
The Education Department discovered
the long-term tuition subsidies for 4.095
students when it evimined its tiles to answ er
a series of questions Nunn had posed as pan
of a probe by the Senate Permanent Sub-
committee on Investigations.
"I am not surprised by this revelation.' 
Nunn. D-(',a,said in a statement "The
I /epan ment of Education has been managed
so poorly in the past that it did not even know
this apparent abuse had been iiccurring
The disclosure came as Nunn announced
heanngs for next Wednesday and Thursday
on problems in the program
Some 3.8 million of America's neediest
students received an as erage of S1,763 each
last year in Pell grants at 6,300 eligible
schools
David Longanecker. assistant secretary
for post -secondary education, said federal
policy on how long students can recrise Pell
grants has changed several times mei the
years.
He said it is not currently illegal for
grants to he extended well beyond the nor-
mal tour-year span ot a conventional under
gradi,ate college education
Nunn made it clear he believes the pro-
gram is out of control
Committee investigators have discov-
ered schools that exist imly to milk the
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• Hillel
The Jewish Students Organization
Please join us Sunday, October 24 at I:00pm
in the Totman Room of the Memorial Union
for the movie:
Beyond the Walls 
It is an Israeli movie in English. The subject matter is for
mature audiences only. (i.e. No children please.)
No admission fee. Please feel fret to bring a lunch and stay
for a while.
If you have an questions pkase call
Shoshana Huberman at 581-1789
Because you don't want to look
program for federal subsidies. h said. Other
schools pay students apparent kickbacks to
attend classes and let their names he used on
grant applications. And still others routinely
falsify records to win grants for ineligible
students. Nunn said
On Monday. the department mailed no
tices informing 21 orthodox Jewish schools
that they were being hatred from Pell grants
and other federal student aid programs be-
cause their programs did not provide train-
ing aimed at job goals
Loriganecker said the Jewish academics
were trying to '•np off— taxpayers to fi
nance their operations
A dozen or more other schools that also
offer programs in Judaic studies are under
investigation by the department and more
enforcement actions may follow, he said.
A federal grand Mrs in Ness York also is
investigating seseral dozen Hasidic Jewish
schools and other institutions over alleged
abuses in the 56 7 billion Pell Grant pro-
gram
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• Networking
Fun and games concern new student group
By William R. Grasso
Staff Writer
At a time w hen many students are com-
plaining about a lack of entertainment pos-
sibilies on campus, a group of students have
taken action and have done something for
themselves.
Many people have hobbies that involve
playing various games, such as chess, hoard
games and role-playing games. There is a
chess club on campus. hut just a year ago
there was no forum for other games
The University of Maine Gamer, Guild
was formed by a group of students vs ith the
intent of putting themselves in touch with
fellow garners. Many games available, from
simple ones like Monopoly • to complex
ones like Star Fleet Battles, requilc more
than one player.
"As a freshman, I had a hard time getting
in touch with people to play with." Guild
Master Marc Roberge said "After it started
up. I found that a lot of people had interest,
and there were a lot of people on university
grounds who Mk play or had some other
gaining interest."
Roberge, who is one of the founding
members of the group, helped organire
one of the groups central services- the
Directory.
The Directory is a listing of members
who are interested in gaming and would like
to be contacted to play games
"The Directory is part of our constitu-
tion- it is provided for all club members so
that gamery can find other garners and get in
touch with others of similar nano:C. Rob-
erge said. "And also to learn more about
different kinds of games."
The Directory also lists what games the
members are interested in and if they can
referee any games. For example, role-play -
ing games usually require an impartial judge
of some kind
Role-playing games are ones where play-
ers take the role of a character engaged
ust -1Iy in some form of adventure One of
the most famous such games is Dungeons &
Dragons. But there are also role ,playing
games for science fiction, horror and super-
hero fans Board games include such games
as Civiliration, Monopoly , Merchants of
Venus and other games that also fit into
specific genres. War games depict combat
in historical, fantasy., and futuristic games,
such as Ogre, Wooden Ships and Iron Men,
and Squad Leader,
Stavros Mendros is a student and also a
member of the guild.
"I've played D & D )Dungeons and
Dragons) since I was in eighth grade,"
Mendms. "Since then I've played strategy
and war games. It's fun and challenging "
Mendros, who is a creative writing ma-
jor. explained that the games also stimulate
his cream ity, and help him with character-
reation in his work And playing war games
has led to an interest in history
"II like) role playing a character that is
totally different than I am," Mendms said,
"because you are dealing with more diverse
characters )in the game) and see things from
a different perspective."
The tactical knowledge from playing
war games has also influenced Mendros
War games has e set rules to define how the
game is played: being able to critically ana-
• Violations
„ . ,
rnest aamits to sex with woman practitioner
GRAY, Mame i AP) - A Roman Catho-
lic priest who admits he had sex ci ith a w ornan
who came to him for mamage counseling
says she initiated the affair and her lawsuit
against hint is without :pent
The Rev Maunce N Morin has tiled
papers in Cumberland County S wen+ 'oun
to rrhut claims by Ruth E Swanson and her
husband, Albert The Swansons are seeking
unspecified damages, alleging that Moon si-
olated then trust abused his power and neadv
When I ha Orono this fall,
my Idea of alternative was
Carpenter's rernix
destroyed their marriage ot 25 years
Also named as a defendant in the suit is the
Diocese of Portland. which the Svc ancons
accused of fraud and misrepresentation
The affair took place in 1491 while Moon
was parish priest at The Church of St Gregory
the Great in Gray
Morin. 54, who was removed from ;Ix
parish and is now an administrator at Si John
the Baptist Church in V.inslow. &know I-
clgesi that ,P1 occurred but denied that he
provided marriage counseling to the couple
"This relationship° was one between two
consenting adults,- said Peter I DeTroy
Morn's lawyer
"Somebody may violate the moral code
they live by or violate the code of conduct for
which they are regulated But this comes
'•• 3 question of law "
In its response, the diocese said Moon's
sexual relationship was "morally wrong-
and in violation '‘t- church doctrine
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to .Serving lour Familv"
Broadway, Bangor
Exit 48 off 1-95
Open Mon.-Sat. from 1 lam to 9pm
Tcl: 945 
-5813
lyie a game and its rules is a valuable skill
that can he applied in other areas.
"In war games you can find loopholes in
the rules and manipulate things," Menaros
said. "You leant how to work within the
guidelines, such as when I was vice presi-
dent of the student body and ran the General
Student Senate"
The guild is currently organiiing a se-
ries of "informational'." to he presented in
the Memorial Union The first will be a
general overview of the guild, and also will
demonstrate seseral games Future infor-
mationals will present games from specific
genre
People will be able to sign tip on the spot
if they desire. There are no entry require-
ments or limits to becoming a member.
Members pay. yearly dues only if they wish
to vote on the group's expenses.
The group meets every Wednesday' in
310 Stevens Hall at 6 p.m. The group also
sponsors the "Saturday Sessions," times
when the group reserves a room for peopl,
to play games in. Currently the Saturda.
Sessions are from noon to 6 p.m
• 1,200 calories/day
Diet drug combo
produces dramatic
loss of weight
MIEW AUKEE AP) — An expenmen-
tal combination of two widely used diet
drugs produced dramatic weight loss and
reduced high blood pressure, sugar and
cholesterol to normal
'This is comparable or superior to am
medical treatment of obesity said thr
study's author. Dr Richard .Atkinsono:
the Veterans Administration Medical Cen-
ter in Hampton. Va
Atkinson and his colleagues gave the
two drugs to 506 women and 57 men, most
of whom has e been followed for at lea'
six months, and some for more than a yea:
The subjects also were encouraged to
ellerCIK, counseled about changes in their
eating behas tor and were limited to 1.200
calories per day Most adults eat at lea"
gilt) more calories daily than that
After three months, the patients had
lost an average of 22 pounds That
to 29 pounds at six months and 37 r
after nine months, Atkinson reported
Wednesday at the annual meeting of the
North American Association for the Stud'
of Obesity
Blood pressure in 49 subjects with high
blood pressure dropped to normal Twen
ty 
-four patients with high cholester ,
those Inds fall to normal. Atkiroo .
And blood sugar an indication of
hetes -- also dropped to normal
• 'That' k dramatic stuff: he said
The combination of the prescription
drugs fenfluramine and phenterrnme —
was supenor to either drug alone, he said
"We're fixing high blood pre,
high sugar and high fats by yew .
underlying disease -- obesity.- Atkins,
said
It looks to he sery effective,- sie
Dr Das id York of Louisiana State l'r.
‘erstly Quesoons remain about %bete
the drugs will continue to work over if
longer term. and whether they w •
any, side effects if go en for sear,
said
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• Truth and God
Gandhi is focus of Socialist/Marxist Luncheon Series
By Malcolm Smith cannot realize truth as an absolute ideal. and
Staff Writer Gandhi himself confessed that he had onl.), 1
occasional glimpses of truth
Mahatma Gandhi. who may be the most- Gandhi believed the ends and the mean •
admired person of this century, presented of non-violence could not he separated
himself quite simply as a "practical" man, Along with his philosophical ideals of non
according to University of Maine philoso- violence, Gandhi realized there were situa
phy Professor Douglas Allen, lions that presented moral dilemmas, such
Allen presented his conclusion at the in the cases of disease-carrying rats and
beginning of his presentation, "Mahatma venomous snakes, as well as rapists and
Gandhi. Revolutionary or Reactionary ''- other violent humans. Very .rluctantly •
yesterday. The presentation was part of the Gandhi concluded that at times we must
Socialist and Marxist Studies Luncheon violate the nonviolence ideal to live and
Series protect life. Allen said
Gandhi did not consider himself a phi- UMaine graduate student Craig Sheerin
losopher or scholar, yet left behind the 92 asked what Gandhi would have thought
s olu me "Collected Works of Mahatma Gan- about the Somalia situation Allen respond-
dhi,- which is filled with metaphysical and ed that, w bile not endorsing the violence
theological assumptions and ethical and Gandhi would have approved of helpin,sr
philosophical claims solve the base problems of the violence.
"No wonder devotees, critics, and other such as the hunger in the country.
interpreters have been able to discover so According to Allen. Gandhi rejected
many. contradictory Gandhis." Allen said capitalism. yet was supported hy- some of
"Coxl is Truth- was both the title of a India's most powerful capitalists
Gandhi hook, as well as a long-held Gandhi Today, Gandhi's teachings are selec-
belief Truth. God and self were not distin- lively used to back either side of argu-
guished between by Gandhi. who believed ments
in the unity of the three in all aspects of life There are many' different Gandhis ac-
,ind thought. according to Allen cording to Allen "Gandhi isn't finished,- he
belies rd brings said
Carry a gun or any other
weapon on campus? Call Matt
Wickenheiser at 581-1270.
Attention events coordinators!! 
Don't let the cost of
Cops
Rentals
Electricians
Fire Marshalls
and Custodians
prevent your event!!!
The Comprehensive Fee Set-vices Fund is standing tiv
ready to cover 80% ot- expenses associated with event se-up
This Fund is available to all student organizations
recogni7ed by Student Government inc or The Association
ot Graduate Students. (This Fund is %criers* fr-Nni the
Comprehensive Fee Program Fund)
Applicaitiona CIO he obtained at the Student Gov cmment Office, The ASSOala-
Oft cif Grad. Students Office The Office .st Student tiers ice, and The cadent Nerrvi
ail on third floorccl Mornona! I nksn Applis-Ations an Avt mt the Stti.
same office pcw to the es e.
"No Money!" is no excuse!
Professor Doug talks abc ut Mahatma Gandhi's philosophies as part o'
the Socialist/Marxist Luncheon Series. (McIntyre photo.)
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• NAFTA
Alliance loses customer over Perot's trade crusade
DALLAS (AM— Ross Perot 's oppo-
sition to a free trade agreement v. ith Melt -
ie.° is costing him business.
At least one Mexican businessman
says he decided not to build a factory at
Perot's Alliance A irpnrt because the 1992
presidential candidate's high-profile cam-
paign against the North American Free
Trade Agreement
And other Texas and Mexico business
leaders say the Dallas billionaire's stand
looks hypocritical after the airport von a
special duty-free "foreign-trade 7one"
designation last month That means fac-
tories at the airport can import parts. as-
semble them and export finished prod.
ucts without paying dun
Alliance is a $200 million. 17,000-
acre industrial park built on Perot land
north of Fort Worth Ross Perot Jr is in
charge taf developing the airport
• Prison time
The Prints tout the development as ,
multi-purpose air, highss as and railroad dis-
uibution center
Victor Almeida. chief executive officer
of Interceramic, a conglomerate based in
Chihuahua. Mexicrt said he considered Al-
liance for a $21 million plant to make wall
tile He said the company's hoard of direc-
tors wouldn't apprise
-It's hard to support somebody that's
trying to destms something that we feel is
very good, not only for Mexico but it's
going to be good for the U.S also," Almei-
da said.
Perot has attacked the trade pact at rallies
and TV appearances and his name oilman as
co-author of a hook critical of the accord The
pact would eliminate nakst trade barters among
the United States, Canada and Mexico
Perot and his spokeswoman, Sharon
Holman. declined to comment on %term-
r amic Ms. Holman directed questions to
Perot h., a ho also declined to comment.
Michael Bern, senior vice president
of the Alliance Development Co.. said he
could not confirm or discuss Alliance's
dealings with hiterceramic Asked if Per-
ot's trade stance has cost Alliance busi-
ness, Reny said -I'm not aware that it
specifically has
Some analysts ca s Alliance can scane
Is afford to alienate businesses from
Mexico or elsewhere. Onls eight compa-
nies have set up operations at the 4 year-
old airport. The largest is a hangar a here
American Airlines maintains its biggest
planes.
As for Intetveramic. Almeida said he
skill announce the location for the nes,.
262,000-square-foot tile plant, a hich a ill
emplos. at least 175 workers. aithin two
weeks. It won't he at Alliance. he said
Teen in racial burning case sentenced
TAMPA. Fla APt - A teenager att.,
struck a plea deal to testifs against tut,
kilo% white laborers in the burning of a
black tounst %vas sentenced Wednesday to 6
1'2 sears in prison
Jeffers Pellet, admitted to a federal charge
of aiding an armed cartacking He could
has e heen sentenced to 25 sears in prison
Pellet it, testified he followed in an an
other vehicle as ( hrompher Wilson as at'
ducted from a shopping plaza 51 Nev. Year's
1);.-o He said he %satched as Mari Kohut and
Charies Rourk sloshed Wilson with gasoline
and at him on fire All three then .elled "I ht.
nigger die ac the sped ass as . he said
'Ia 1sh there a as ans a as shape or form
I could take hack %hat happened.- a sob-
bing Pellet told t S District Judge Ralph
Nimm.kns "But %hal happened. hap-
pened I'm sem viers for evers thing that
A HERFF JONES DUET
It's An Offer That'll Rock You
Order your Hertf Jones college ring
and well th aw in a free performance by your
favorite artist — on compact disc. of course
See your 14ern Jones reo•-esentstrve for details
HERFT JONES
aid\ Dates: October 20th. 21st and 22ndTime: 10:00am to 3:00pm
happened to Christopher Wilson
Kohut anti Rourk were cons is ted instate
court ot attempted murder. kidnapping and
robbers The could he sentenced to life in
prison %hen the are sentenced Fodas
NO federal charges have been tiled against
Rourk and Kohut Pellet struck a deal in
mate court to sem' no more than 22 months
on a charge of accessory after the fact lie is
assailing sentencing
• Amtrak wreck arrest
Criminal
stole credit
from dead
KENNLR, La. IAP) — A WOMan Writt
on a 52.100 shopping spree with mokt
credit cards and tras eler's checks that had
belonged to la° a omen also died in the
Amtrak crash last month, police said
Daa n Taslot, 31 ot Kenner a as book-rd
Tuesdas night with two counts of unauthc
117rd use of 3 credit card and 12 counts o'
forgers. said Sgt Steve (*arms as of the
Kenner Police Department Shea as released
Wednestlas after posting bond
• • Amtrak is shocked Fa these (-ham-
and aill urge full prosecution (If the cs
rect.- the railniati said in a statement
Caraa as said the two w 'men host cards
and checks were used were among the 47'
people killed in the Sept 22 train crash neat
Mobile. Ala Their names were not release'
The Items v.ere helves ed to have hef--.
taken irons an Amtrak office at the Nes
Orleans train station a here s helm
ings acre being stored. Carawas said
las lot k husband works for Amtrak its its
Nev. Orleans area. No ( arass as and Amtrak
spokeswoman Debbie Hare said he was ns
suspect His name a as not released
('ara% as said Tas tor rang up SI Aft',
worth of merchandise on the cards and used
II) traveler's checks %%lath $500 to hey
clothes, toys and home furnishings
several stores in Kenner earls this
nvitation for the entire
camptLc community
''our presence is requested at the
giomecoming Dance
frrufa,, the 22nd Of alliberfrorri 9iirn to lap
at the Lengyelcium, _featurila the coronation of
the "lomecoming 9cing and Queen.
Catered es, cash bar w1D.
Semi formal optional •
$1 Admission.
Music prenticfed by
1).1 left'Afeirri.
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Cafe con Leche
Campus Living staff and members of the Hart Hall HGB pose in front of Cafe
con 1.eche, a new coffee shop in Hart Hall. (Geyerhahn photo.)
 _J
• Bank business
Fleet Financial reports
record 3rd quarter earnings
PROVIDENCE., R I ( AP) Strong hank -
mg revenues and fewer foreclosures contrib-
uted to recionl third quarter earnings for Beet
t-iitaisia;mop
Meet reported net income 0. 5,127.1
lion. Of 78 cents a share. for the third quarter,
an increase of (6 percent front the $76.6
million. or 49 cents a share, dunng the same
penod in 1992
For the first nine months of 1993. Fleet's
net income was S352 million. or S2 16 a
share, an increase ot 78 percent over the $19/1
million. or $ I .25 3 share, registered during the
came period last year
'We are delighted to achieve another
quarter of record earnings,- Terrence Mut-
ras chainnan ad chwt esecutive of the bank
ing compans . said Wednesday
'It indtcate. the progress we are making
to improve our earnings momentum and cred-
it qualits and restore histox. Fleet levels ot
return on assets and return on equity.' he said
Murnis said Fleet's interest margin. es
sentralls the difference between what the
hank pas s depositors and what it earns from
loans, increased slightls Mans hanks are
seeing then margins contract this quarter.
fleet's net interest income yeas up S21
minim in the third quarter compaird to the
same period in 1992
Murras said the hank's inarroied lending
activity dunng thequarterowitobuted tciFleet
performance and indicated that an economic
recovery is under was in the Northeast
• Unemployment
First-time jobless claims hit highest level since July
WASHINGTON (AP) — The number
of Americans filing first-time claims for
jobless benefits shot up by 6,000 last week
to the hqehest les-el since July. the govern,
ment said todas
The Labor Department said neu appli-
cations for unemployment insurance totaled
150,000. up from a revised 144,000 during
the week ended Oct 9 Claims for the latter
week mitialls were estimated at 129,000
It was the highest level of new claims
$3.29 '3.49
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since 195010 applicattons were filed on
Juts 24. Mans economists had predicted in
advance of the report that claims would he
up 1.1 . about 1,000
Ihe less-volatile. four-week moving as •
erage ot regular jobless claims, which ana-
lysts prefer to track because it more accu-
rate!) reflects the labor situation, also rose
(linls Maine and Nebraska reported de
clines in first time claims. although a Maine
official said the state's decrease of 94 cases
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was not statisticalls Significant
'Genet-ails, this is our loss time for
claims,- said Winifred Malta. the state's
unemployment compensation actuar add-
ing that applications usualls pick up once
%%infer forces lasolTs in the construction
in—
The average totak-d 136.0(1(1, up from
313,500 during the period ended Oct 9 and
the highest since 147.250 during the period
ended Aug 14
The report also showed evils 10,264 ap-
plications were filed under a federal emer-
gencs unemployment program during the
week ended Oct 9, dour' from 26.311 dur-
ing the precis-an week
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• Gubernatorial race
The Maine (.arnpus, Friday, October 22, 1993
• Jasper S. Wyman joins campaign for Maine governor
• Maine company receives grant for poultry operation
Wyman joins GOP field as busmess climate critic
Al GUS 1- A. Maine API - Declanng
himself "the pro-business. pro- industry
candidate:. Jasper S W's man of the Chris-
tian Cis ic League of Maine opened his
Repuhhcan campaign for gosernor
Best known in recent years for his Ire-
quentls controversial forass into debates
oser social issue such as homosexual rights
and abortion, V/ man told wore than 75
applauding supponets, "I will make it ms
top priorits to rel. erse the dismal anti-busi-
ness climate" in Maine
"In a robust and grossing economs we
all sun." stud Ws man. urging his hackers
to help him present a candidacs capable of
attracting votes across parts lines ' 'This is
the message that the next Republican can-
didate for gosernor must take to the blue
collar union wrorkers in Biddeford and
Lewiston "
Touting two decades of ins oh einem in
public &flaws. Ws man also said ednes-
das he %could bring "new leadership" to
state government
'Maine needs new talent Vie need new
energs and nets ideas Maine needs nets
leadership and that is %to I seek to he
?osernor. he said at 3 new s conference at
art Augusta hotel
W s man. 40. isf W aten tile. served two
tr-rns in the Maine House of Repress-ma-
- a, a !'e-rm'si-atheginningir. lQ'
unsuccessfulls tned tot a state Senate seat
in 1980
A la s pastor, Ws man became executise
director of the Christian Cis ic league in
1984 and was a prominent spokesman in
the successful dris e to defeat a Maine Espial
Rights Amendment that sear He %as also
active in an unsuccessful anti-obscenits
referendum (iris e in 148ei
In 1988, as the Republican S Senate
nominee. he is as trounced bs Democratic
incumbent George .1 Mitchell tss a 4-1
margin
Since that time. he said Wednesdas. the
Christian Civic League has mosed "to-
% aid the political center" under his leader-
ship He said that as got CITIOT he would ti's
to ease antagonism among groups around
the state. while also offenng "a common
sision for the common good "
We must come together.- he said
•Vu e must stop Judging and shouting at
one another We must begin respecting
and listening to one another Vmplosers
and emplos ees, parents and children, black
and white. nch and poor. pro- life and pro-
choice and yes. gas and straight Hate and
anger must he replaced hs a restored cis
s man said Maine must debate what
government should he expested to do in a
s' ,mstraints but that help
for the old, the soung and the needs w.p.
imperatise
At the same time, he dress some of his
loudest applause hs urging "educational
choice'. for parents and an end to state aid
to "those who %isn't work
Afterwards Ws man declined to offer
specifics about his positions on schooling.
the budget and other matters, sas ing details
would come "as we incise along "
In his speech. A's man announced that
he is stepping down as executise director
of the Christian Cis ic League. but said later
he might not seser all ties with the organi
ration until the end of the sear
Ws man's kickoff makes the Gor gu-
bernatonal field sit deep. with one more
still expected
The other Republican Blaine House
hopefuls who hate announced the! candi
dacies IA ith at least some public fanfare are
state Senate Minorits leader Pamela I.
Cahill ist.% cols% IA, former regional Small
Business Administration chief Susan MI
Collins. a Canhou nails(' who sened in
Gm John R AlcKernan's Cabinet. state
Rep Sumner H Lipman of Augusta. Oate
Sem Charles M VuebsteT of Farmington.
and state Rep Paul R Young of I me
stifle
Still expected to enter the race is state
Rer Judith C hiss of '1 arm.swh.
Graduate and Professio
School Fair
Tuesday, October 26, 1993 MOO
at the Bangor Lounges? No. anti
Memorial U
Bentley College Graduate School ot Business
Boston Universin School of Communications
Ilan-mouth Medical School
Drexel University
Emerson College
Frankhn Pierce 12% Center
Massachusetts School of Law
New Hampshire Colkgc Graduate School of Business
New York Chimpractic Center
Northeastern University Graduate
School at Businc-ss
Rouse College of Marmat-% & Health Sciences
Ohio Northern I'mversity Colkge ot 12%
Penns-0%21Na College ot Pochatric Medicine
Rochester Instrrute of TechnoiagY
RCigeT VilIrams Unnersin School of Law
Salem Start Gras-hive School of Business
Simmons ( 011ege Graduate School ot 1 Jhrar% & Inform Science
k
• Food production
State of the art
poultry for
Maine, Ukraine
WATERVILLE. Maine (AP) — A
Maine poultrs 0011thally is the tint 10 re-
ceive a grant from a new U.S pogrom
designed to boost food production in the
former So% let Union.
On Wednesday, Avian Farms of Wa-
ters ilk received the grant for Si million to
create a state-of-theart poultry Oper113011
while working with the poultry producer,
Polessks State Famis in Kies, Ukraine
"Partnerships such as this show that
seeking out netA rid emerging nvatets
can keep Maine husi nesse% competitive
the international marketplair,• • said Sen
George Mitchell. 1)-Maine.
The Maine compans prmIdectick-
en -breeding stock to its partner in the
Ukraine. u ith the goal (if producing broil-
erciackeir to he sc4d throughout the former
Soviet Union and other countries, said
Seri William Cohen. R -Maine
"Avian yarn% will he able tr, prrivie
Ukraine not outs with much needed food-
pnxtuction irtimniogs hut alsn with vala-
ehie free market espenence And it proves
that !king locoed in Maine inn( ssp
one's abiht to expllore oppratunities tnt i
market( around the arwitt- said Cohe-,
Over 30 Representatives
from a variety of programs
Spnngtield ollege
Suffolk 1.'niversin 1.213 School
The Ness England College of Optanictri
Thunderhr.d Amenean Graduate School of International
Management
University at Maine
Master's oil Business Administration
Master's of Ttutsiuc Administration
I'mversit% at Maine School of Law
Unrversin at Neu ngland
l'inversity of Nets Hampshire
College ot F.npaneering & Ms.% Science
lVhittemore St. of Business and "Tomlin!,
i'nnersin cit %outhern Maine
MBA Program
Muskie Institute oit PuNk Main
Vermont I .au School
‘N'ashingt, on and Ire Univers-in %choril oil I au
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• Dangerous living arrangements
Former resident says officials right in clearing homeless camp
PORTLAND. Maine IAP) — A man
who spent the summer living in a makeshift
camp for homeless people next to an inter-
state highway said officials did the nght
thing in cleanng out the camp
"It wasn't no problem, but when a whole
hunch of people) come out and start fires
and get drunk it gets dangerous." said
Barry G Metcalf, recalling that a fire truck
once arrived at the camp to douse a camp
fire.
Metcalf, s-1, said he used next to the
northbound on-ramp for 1-295 since Ma),
when he moved from a trlative•s home The police could tell if people were living there
camp was close to a supermarket, a down-
town part and soup kitchens
Metcalf said police knew he lived there,
hut city officials say they only recently dis-
covered the camp Police said as many as 15
people lived there at a time
Deputy Chief Steven Roberts of the Port-
land police said it was unsafe to let people
live near the overpass. I4e noted that some
shelters in the city have empty beds
On Tuesday, state highway crews picked
up tents and shelters and remmed brush so
Metcalf. who said he spent last winter
living in a swamp in Florida. came to Maine
in April to live with his con's family, hut it
was too crowded so he moved out when the
weather got warn
Metcalf, who receives 5444 a month in
disability pay. is suying at a shelter for now
hut must leave in about two weeks He said
a friend is moving to Maine this fall snort
and will give him a room
MetcalFs son, Barry M Metcalf, said he
knew his father was I i ing outdoors tie said
11
his father could probably afford an apart -
ment, but "he has a hanl time parting with
his money, and when its warm, he'd rather
stay outside
"He's a grown man and is stubborn in
his ways." he said "We help him w hen we
can • •
Metcalf said that after he moved out of
his son's apartment, he wasn't interested in
staying in a shelter
"Have you ever slept in one" All that
snoring going on? I'm sort of indepen-
dent." he said
• Environment
League of Women Voters backs mandated fees for shopping bags
Maine API - - Opponents
have lined up against one group's idea for
helping Mainers kick a shopping hag habit
that takes 91 million hags a year to supply
enact a law that would force stores to
charge 20 cents a hag
State legislators ha% e heard it before and
legislatoe support this year was, "Nada
lip. said Sen John Baldacci. 1)-Bangor
• Its an idea whose time has not yet come"
Even so, the hill hacked by the League
of Women Voters will come up again It has
been held oy er for debate dunng the 1904
session.
Grocery store chains have tried to en-
courage recycling In pay ing customers for
e% CIA hag they reuse. but that's not enough.
says Rep Joan M Pendexter. R -
Scarborough. who sponsored the bill
'They get three cents Big deal People
are not reusing their hags." she said
The league estimates each on of Maine' s
1541.000 households throws away about 2611
brown hags a year. generating 9.100 to is of
trash
on an alternate hag-say ing solution with the
Maine Waste Management Agency and
merchant groups
The waste agency favors recycling. but
prefers a VOIUTtall system saying that a
government mandate would he ton pricey
"Nada . . . zip. It's an idea whose time has not
yet come." --Sen. John Baldacci
The hill suggests that stores keep half of
the 20-cent fee The other half would pay for
can% as sacks tote distnbuted to every Maine
household
Because of opisvotion to the shopping
hag legislation, the league has begun to work
Fees of narnt cents a hag could add 552 a
.T111 f0 a farnii • s grocers hill
Given the state's "tough es-onomis ch
mate Everyone's concerned with making a
living," said Sheen Huber the executise
direciar
Store owners oppose the hill partly be-
cause they !ike to me bags for advertising
And shopping hag fees could wreak hav-
oc at the checkout counter. said John Joyce,
executive director of the Maine Grocers
Association
Customers would try to save money by
loading up as many things as possible into
one hag If overstuffed hags break. "then
who's liable" for paying for the food" said
Joyce.
"I don't like the idea of mandating it, but
we've got to change people • s tiehas tor.'
said Carol Frill, past president of the Port-
land League of Women S oters
Should the legislation fail again this ses-
sion. the league's backup plan would in-
clude a public education campaign and the
distribution Of fire camas hags
Marie's Flower Shop
46 Main St.
Orono
866-3557 / 1-800-427-5271
Homecoming UMaine
Marie's welcomes alumni and friends
"1993"-Themel3uildiNISioc.:kii to friendship and memories."
Stop by and get to know us
Tailgate Bouquet-A beer mug of slack E3ear Hue and white mini-carriations. 14.9
Special-Homecoming Corsage in UMaine colors $2.99
Maine Pine-Cone Wreath
Handmade wreath of mixed pine, spruce
and fir cones, forming a lasting year-
round decoration. KflriCiAlrle 16' wreath
off with a bright red-vetvet bow.
$32.50 including shipping in U.5. Visa
and MaserC..ard accepted. Call: Marie's
Flower Shop, 395 S. Main 5t., E5rewer,
Maine 04412.
Tel. 207-989-5271.
•
Get to know us!
IZOSCS $12.Iz'k,ose 
.
vv-at'r
$16. OlCia igYRIM
,
Ship a Wreath Anywhere
A perfect gift for those hard to t:uy or
out-of-town friends. These evetween
wreathe are packed arid shipped for
Christmas ivth guaranteed freshness.
Wreath with bow--- $27.50
Wreath decorated-- $3150
Price incilgie6 shipping
- --
i5tmat free-f- Aelo-"Ied with cones. tie,-"tes, aro wove 'ihf7f0," and tovrezi 
ns wt.*.
Marie's 2 locations to serve you' 410"al neetelf, Orono 866-3557. Brewer 
989-5271.
'Note to our out-of-tavn friends. Call us toll free 1-800-427-5271. We 
accept all major credit cants.
Special Homecoming Weekend Hours: Satuniay 9-4: Sunday 9-4
wompionni,
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• C ol u m n
GI Joe still a must
Ajok] Dana Gray
TAW' As the shots tleN all around me. I felt like a trapped animal
The enetr.% tire had pinned me face down behind a large tree
Laying titotionless on the ground, my only hope SS aS that m%
camouflage and the small amount of tree cover would keep me
alive until I could find a w as OUI of ms predicament Vi ith each
shot the cnerm directed my way. I could hear in% heart pounding lousily inside no
chest, and my adrenaline level rose to new heights of excitement
This %%as star Albeit paint hall star. but nevertheless it was still war
The wivrst renalt% I vvould face in thts war was a sharp sting of a paint pellet and
a quick exit from the game If! got killed. I had to wait maybe 20 minutes to play
in another war
Because II a competitive Tint. I %%anted nothing more than to live long enough
to color another enemy Yellow And red with my semi-automatic paint hall weapon
v% a, my reason for curl iv al and my will to live This game simulated a battle
scenario. but in this game the losers could walk away unharmed
Before the nerd it the military in society fizzled. real bullets were made for real
guns to inflict real death Howl-Yet. since the threat of Cold War has passed and all
those gun-toting Republicans left office. we can all have a peaceful existence. right'
Tell that to the WO people gathered at the Lincoln. Maine cemtiary last
erkend to pay homage to a soldier that had received one of those "out-of -date-
tatal
It seems that nobody told the Sswnalis that fighting to the death us no longer
asseptahle
Whether we have the nght to he messing around in Somalia or any other
foreign nation is not the issue in this column The issue is that we should all dream
of world-wide peace. NH this dream still not he forced on people. and the reality is
that total agreement and peace is something neither easily nor quickly attained
Recruiting and training men and women for the military is still a function +.4
almswt every nation on earth
For better or for worse. the I S has established itself to he intemattonally
dominant in military affairs Because of this, it is the responsibility of the military
t.% train men and women to maintain a hign kvel of ability in the armed forces
Here at the l'inv-ersity ot Maine. training procedures have been questioned in
the military The Faculty Senate %%ants to sue the Air Force ROTC because of a
discrimination issue in a training program This program is not in any way tied to
academics, not does it offer anyone course credit Ito. a means of preparation for
future Air Force officers Any discnn nation at this level is not a function of a
program exclusive to this university hut a result of military policies across the
nation created to fit the military 's idea of an officer
An applicant seeking to be in the U S armed forces must go through an
extensive w teemg process designed to determine the hest military personnel
If the need for the military ever does border on extinction. maybe we could all
play simulated war games and not imagine it could he real We could even try to
shape the policies of military training to he more inclusive of people. but until
this happens the U S military still play a role in world affairs. and the hest we
can do is hope and pray that no more coffins are lowered into the ground as a
result of an uncommon goal for peace in the world
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• Homecoming
S rit lasts a Ii
There are no courses go en at the
University of Maine that teach students
about school spirit. There are no job
applications that require college gradu-
ates to list their school spint expenence
before the are hired There is no listing
for "school spirit" in the dictionary
If asked. howeser, many students
will tell on that has ing school spint is
an important pan of the college experi-
ence These same students would prob-
ably he able to give t)ti a number of
s an ing definitions as to sc hat they be-
lieve this phrase means
Some students may feel that be-
coming an active member in an organi-
Talton on campus is an example of school
spin! . Others would say that painting
your chest with the letters of your alma
mater and cheering your home team on
to icton is the ultimate testimony to it
In general. the idea of has ing school
spirit refers to taking the educational
experience altos e and beyond the realms
of the classroom Gis en this, school
spint may he the greatest unwntten pre-
paratory element of higher education
Just as the students of today face the
choice of either getting invoked %%ith
the actisitie. of their school or putting
their entire focus on their studies, the
orkforce of tomorrow will face the
u. hoice of either getting involved with
the aim% iiies of their world or putting
their entire focus on their own career
High grades and big paycheck. are
worthy achies emems for the indis
but in order tor the group to ads mice as
a whole something more is needed A
tree ma s have hundreds of strong roots.
but it is only when these mots Join that
they nse above the ground
The hunger for ins ills ement and tor
taking the initiative is something that
1e 
will keep us going when our plates are
full with problems such as global
ci arming and AIDS in the future. The
question is. where is this desire for the
success of the group instille&
The answer to this question is likely
found in the same place where the desire
for the success of the individual is in-
stilled -- in school. We find our aspira-
tions for personal achievement in our
school books and we find our aspira-
tions for the achiesements of our fellow
students in our school spirit.
At UMaine we are now gearing up
for Homecoming weekend, a time when
school pint should be at an annual
high However, it is not.
Homecoming is traditionally a time
when the students of the past meet the
students of the present to celebrate the
continued •IliCeCS of their university.
How eser. there are s en few events
planned for this weekend which will
enable this to happen The lack of em-
phasis go en to this sear' Homecoming
by students. faculty and administrators
sends a concerning message throughout
the entH, ..impus
This message doesn' t encourage stu-
dents to see themselves as part of the
"home" team, it encourages them to see
themselves as players who can sit On the
sidel me. or get in the game - - whatever
they ch00%e. either av it's no big deal 
Ita person feels like the don't make
a differetx-e among a group of 11.000
students on a university campus. how
are they going to feel like they make a
difference among millions of- citi7ens in
their country
People ma s think that school spnt
has no real twat tin the long run. how -
es er, these are the same people ci ho
may he making this long run all alone.
The Maine Campus
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• Identification
Some insurers object to ban on
cards with Social Security numbers
Al'rit'S1A. Maw 1AP) Maine's
consumer protection chief says his office
will enforce a new lass barring the use of
Social Secunty numbers on identification
cards. but there will he no special enforce-
ment push when the law takes effect in
January
"This is w hat happens when a good idea
runs up against a standard business prac-
tice," said William N. Lund
Some insurers are concerned about the
law. saying it would force them to break
away from a numbering system that is
becoming the industry standard national.
Is
The law prohibits the use of the nine
digit numbers on credit cards, debit cards
and • 'customer service'  cards, a broad cat-
egors that includes supermarket check-cash-
ing cards and virtually any identification
that entitles the bearer to special nghts or
pris lieges
The law applies to cards issued or dis-
tributed on or after Jan 1.1994
Jo Gill, director of the state employees'
health insurance program. said Social Secu-
nty numbers appear on about 22.000 pre-
scription drug cards lot state workers and
retirees, and about 15.tkal state emplosees'
dental cards
Gill said she hopes to include legislation
in Go% John R McKeman's 1944 package
that would exclude health-insurance cards
from the ban on Social Secunts numbers If
the law is allowed to stand, she said her
office would pnsIsably phase in new identi-
fication numbers as new cards are Isom'.
"It's not an immediate problem, but it's
one that we're cleans going to he watch-
ing.' she said.
Blue C'ross-Blue Shield of Maine al-
ready replaced a few thousand prescription
drug cards that contained Social Secur,:y
numbers, in anticipation of the new. law. An
affiliate, Benefit Management of Kim,
which processes claims for self insured busi-
nesses, has about 8,000 cards that will be
affected, said Blue t'ross Senior Vice Pres-
ident Elisabeth Shots
But the ()serail effect on Blue Cross is
' very small.' • because it relies on a differ-
ent numbering system for most policies.
Shoo- said.
Still, she said the national health care
system envisioned in the Clinton adminis-
tration's reform plan is most likely to rely on
Social Secants numbers for patient Merin fi -
cation
"Our sense is that the w ave of the future
is using the Social Security number." Shun
said. "It's a natural identifier to use ''
Lund said more than a half-dozen iasur
ance providers have inquired about the new
lass, which he said appears to he the only one
nuts kind in the nation
In its original form, the bill that created
the law would have barred creditors from
rrquinng Social Security numbers on appli
cations for credit However, the legislation
was reuntten aftet credit-reporting agen
cies complained that it would disrupt then
numbering sy stern
I'm getting my
Engineering Degree,
now what?
You've spent years sitting in the cluster picking over
your Fortran program. You've spent more hours in your
college career working out Thermodynamic problems than
you have on all your electives combined. After years of
having your best friends a slide rule and a calculator,
you've almost found out the whole meaning behind it all-
Getting a job.
Go to the engineering job fair.
Engineering Job Fair
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Sri-mu-0rd Iss the Career Center.
• Nutrition
Critics claim fast food
restaurants still dishing out fat
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The CYX1-
sumer group that labeled Chinese foist as
surprisingly fatty now is going after Mc-
Donald's, Burger King and other giants
of fast-food who say they liave cut cholm-
tern] from their fare
The Center for Science in the Public
Interest charged that some of the natmr.'
leading fast-food chains are not lising up
to their claim that they cook with pure
vegetable oil, winch is supposed to help
people avoid clogged arteries and heart
dist-870i
AF5bt cooking in 100 per-
cent vege',able oil," said Michael 1'.
Jacobson, the group's executive direc-
tor.
The center argues that when the fast-
food companies ahandorind the praedsr
of frying foods in beef fat or coconut oil,
they sw itched to hydeogersained stiotten-
int instead o4 vegetable
Jaorasson said hydrogenation creates
high kvels of trans tan) acids that can be
just as damaging to a healthy heart as
animal fats
Hydnigenated shortening clearly
not sr-getable oil, and the difference is
measured in clogged arteries and corn-
nary- bean disease, the number-one cause
of :kith in America," he said Wednes-
day.
CSP1 contends that trans fats increase
blood cholesterol le veil just about as much
as saturated fats.
"They have absolutely the wrong in •
formation about McDonald•s,- Mc-
Donald's spokeswoman Ann Connolly
Mid "McDonald's uses 100 percent veg-
etable oil which is ablend of cool and soy
oil It's a liquid oil that's minimally hy-
hogetutted. ... Hydrogenation is simply a
process for making sum it's more stable to
preserve
"Whether you call shortening or oil,
it all stalls out 21 a plant,- said Gary
Gerdernann, a spokesman for Kentucky
Fried Chicken . "We woe thortenthg. Wait
begins life as a soybean. Sorwewtele le
between oil and shortening is for scien-
tists to argue about
Treating oil with enough hydrogen
turns it inn, solid fat. The hydrogenation
gives the product a longer shelf life.
"We acknowledge the fact that we fry
in vegetable shortening.- said Bill (-Mc-
carePi, directin of public relations for
Dunkin' Donuts
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The Toughest
Pre-Requisite
For College.
Each year thousands of college students are forced to
drop out. The problem is not with their academic standing
it is their financial status. They can't pass or CLEP out of
"College Financing 101".
The Maine Army National Guard has over $30,000
arailahle to each student who qualifies. Through programs
such as the Cash Enlistment Bonus. Montgomery G.I. Bill.
Student I oan Repayment Program and Guard salary, ycil can
concentrate on grades, not bills.
Register this semester aith the Maine Anny National
Guard, Call
942-7667
1-800-462-3101
MAINE
4N"=._ Amelia At The Best
The Arrm N nal Guard is an Equal Opportimm Empioyer.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
61111111111
For Friday, October 22
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
armhearted caring. btu vets possessive per-
son. you need loads of togeihmets with those
you love You are hest matched with someone
who shares your need for closeness, anti should
take all die time to get to know someone cony
pletely before ownmitting your heart' Steer
cleat of anyone who will not make a long trim
commitment.
ARMS (Mardi 21- April 19): When die
pressure intrrent in relationships begin to
mount. clon't bury your feelings Talk about
yeur situation with your mate or trusted friend.
You needn't he alone
TAII.VIN April 20- May 201: With mat-
ters slowly shifting in a new direction. you may
find it necessary to prosr to yourself that you're
ready to make a fresh start An honest discus-
sari with a kwed one provides inspiration
GEMINI I May 21 - June 201: Its easS
get hogged down in minute details dunrig this
aspect Fools your attention on the big picture
and the small stuff will take care of itself
CANCER iJune 21 - July 22): A recent
discussion with a friend paves the was towards
solving an on-going problem Bad halites air
difficult to break and often quite enjoyable. so
he certain that this is what you malls want.
I E0 (Jul) - Au*. 221: Unforeseen events
earls in the das throw your plans out of line.
Have confidence in your abilits, but trs to he
realistic to your goals
kIREX1 I Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Work is
almost a relief after the hectic pace of !e.o.r.
events, as dr rule. and methods insuhrti Ic
some semblance of order to confusing tinws.
Yoc're estrernels focused and posluctive.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Ott 22): The sccial
aspects of wort are like a balm to the %pint. as
conversaftogans are unu`uall1 live)) tiangin? ‘'n
to ycur sense of humor amid turmoil eases the
pressure on you aid those around you.
SCORPIO (Oa 23- Nov. 2Ih Trying to
take everything ooti yourself only ensures that
nothing gets done satisfactorily Don't hesitate
to ask your colleagues for help. and he assertive
awn a deli-plan the necessary tasks
SAGITTARIEN (NOS. 22- T. 211: l'ou
ma'. feel ill at ca,c with irsa skills at first but
practice can make them second nature Be-
cause WC tend to hicus .'wt %our ultimate goals.
you mas lie immanent with the rinves% Relax
CAPRICORN il)ec. 22 - Jan. 191: Mar-
shall your inner resources and line up support
for the challenges that he ahead Go..(1 pit-pa.
ration makes coming changed less traumatic
for all involved. allowing gradual metarnor
phi isis
AQ1 kR11 N Oak 20 • Felt. 1/11: The es
ITs i:iit. its ii famils weigh heavil 
mum( es( Hies'. the v.:7.% soil handle yotr-sel'
under trs in sircumstark.es lAplain It,
invoked. Including sniursell. the !units cit youi
0 Wan .1
PISCES iFelt. 19- ‘Iarrh 201: You're or
edge more horn empaths with those armful
you than from the realities of your own sing
'Pin Step hack and gain some perspective tr
fore v.1 miinr soursell Lip into a lather
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ITDaily ir
Horoscope Entertainrne
By Cad Paul
For Saturday, October 23
IF TODAY LS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
adore a warm. co/y. inviting atmosphere at
home An ensinviment full of bright colors,
comfortable furniture.. with lots of sunlight and
flourishing plants. A rural setting suits you
hest. If that's nix passible a home or axsurient
with lots of lien space and room for a garden'
You like to life close to the earth, and have a
real Ldent for making things glow. including
children and animals
ARIES 111nrch 21 - April 191: When the
pressure Inherent in relationships hem to
rnount, don't hors your feelings. TaJk about
situation with your Male Or mimed friend
needn't he alone
TAURUS (April 20 -711ai 201: With mat
ten slowly shifting in a nev. direction. you may
find it necessary to pry to xirselt that %
reab to make afresh start An honest discus-
sion with a kned one provides inspiration
GEMINI iNbi 21 - June. 21/1: It•s eass to
get htvgged down in minute details during this
aspect. ha-us yotr attention on the big picture
and the small stuff will take y•are of itself
CANCER (June 21 • July 22): A recent
discussion with afrieridpavec the say innards
solving an on-going problem Bad habits ar
difficult to break and often quite entoyable so
he certain that this Is what you really v. ant
I ..1.1) i July 23 Aug. 221: 'niter:ern eirnts
early in the .1a% thnsi. stair plans out or tine
!lave confidence in sour ability • hut tr% to Iv
realisni: to your goals
'11)tt;() Alri. 23 - Sept. 221: Work is
almost a relief after the hectic pace of resent
events, as the rules and methixis involved lend
some semblance of ceder to confusing times.
Ionir extremely filcused and produenir
1.1BRA (Sept 23 - 221: The social
astvos work are like a halm to the spirit. as
c‘ 'river-loon lively s are unusually Hanging at
to vise sense huniyir amid turmoil eases the
pressure on you and those around you.
MIMPIO (Oct. 23 - Nen. 211: Trying to
take everything on yourself only ensure. that
nothing gets done satisfactorily Ilon't hesitate
ask %our colleagues for help. and he assertive
kilts delegating the necesAat tasks.
SAt;ITIARHTS(Soi. 22 - Dec. 21): You
may feel ill at ease with new skills al first. but
practice can make then- second nature Be-
cause you tend to focus on yttell tiltimatr goals.
you man Iv unpanerg with the pmcess Relax
CAPRIt'ORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Mar-
shall your inner resounvs and line up sup-
port for the challenges that lie ahead Good
preparation makes corning changed less trau-
mater for all involved. alknving gradual meta
morphosis
AQICARIIN (Jan 20 - Feb. 1M: The ex
pectatiorr. of tinily weweighheavily on your nund
and reffect dv wai you handle yourrIt under
tying ciniertstances Explain kl their invohrii
inclikhng vourrtf, the limits riyair award
FISlEti (Feli. 19- %%arch 30): You're tin
Mgr more from empathy with those around
'iithan from the realities of your own situ:1-
nm Step ha:k and gain soar pi-Nies/1w he-
leer working yriuriell up Into a lather
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Personal Astrolo0 Consultations by' Telephone
Call 14001400-755-3053 to talk 1-on-I with a professional astrologer about your
personal .-oneens — love and compatability. work, money. career,
relationships. family
Not a tape or computer message' Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $299 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone The first minute is FREE You must he 18 or older Call
today— I-900-7E6-3035.
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Homecoming "um papa 1
purchases aad ans funding
Dysart said the overall goal of Home-
coming this y. u is "to increase alumni
loyalty. to bring a new sense of communi -
ty to the campus and to foster relation
ships between students and alumni "
Homecoming 1993 highlights include:
— a UMaine Sports Hall of Fame
induction banquet scheduled for tonight
at 6 p.m in the Black Bear Inn
— the Homecoming Dance being held
tonight from 9 pm.to I am. in Lengyel
Gym
— the 15th aanual Homecoming Fair
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and
from 10 am to 4 p.m. on Sunday in the
Field House.
—the Homecoming alumni reception
on Saturday at 10 am
the alumni Homecoming luncheon
in Wells Commoas at 11 30 p m on Sat-
urday
— the Homecoming football game at
Alumni Field at 1 p.m on Saturday.
--- the women's varsity field hockey
game at I p ni at Letigyel field.
the men's varsity taxer game at
pm. on the soccer field.
Faculty Senate from page 1
"I hope we Lau sepal ate the process from
the chancellor.- he said "We'll end up with
somebody --
The motion passed by a 27 to two vote.
with three abstentions
Two areas of a proposed. campus-side
general education requirement were sent to
me senate's academic affairs committee for
further clanfication
knsta Schaintrer. sponsor of the reso-
lution. said the requirements toe rvopulation
and the ens ironment and artistic and cre-
ative expression requirement needed further
clarification
The committee is charged with clarify -
ing the definitions and reporting hack to the
senate in December
A mission statement foe the Hudson
Museum passed unanimously
The statement spells out the museum's
role as a reseanh arm cit particu-
larly the anthropology department
Anita .director of institution plan-
ning. updated the senate on efforts to find a
new location for the l'niversity Club, since
the old location in the Memorial Union has
been opened to students,
Wihry said cite potential location for the
club is Hannibal Hamlin Hall. currently
serving as temporary housing for the Regis
trar and Financial Aid departments
Tentatively, the club would start on the
first floor of the northern third of the building
As details of the club's operation are %seated
out, the club would expand to three floors
A maior issue, she said, is making Han-
nibal Hamlin handicap accessible wher ten -
o% at ions start
flit senate was also briefed on the uni-
versus 's financillsituation f'haries Rauch,
director of business and finance, told the
senate that the eniversity will break es-en
Ethics from page I
The first is the National Ads ertising
ision ctithe Better Business Bureau In this
stage the problem is dealt with informally.
Most problems are resolved here, Jones said.
The next stage is the National Advertis-
ing Re% iew Board Here, the problem is
addressed more formally
lithe problem is still not resolsed. it is
brought im to the Federal Trade Commis-
sion this is the last step The FTC can le% y
fines and other punishments if the problem
is not rectified
Besides policing themsehec. adsertis-
ers also hate to pass the test of the consum-
ers Ads have been remo% ed from the media
under pressure from consumers before. Jones
said
Another problem that ads ertisers face is
controversial products Many people deem
the product as strong so they attack the ads
Jones used cigarettes as an example
"If the product is legal to sell in this
country it should he legal to advertise the
product in this country." Jones said
Jones went on to say "-at the scherticing
of contniversial products is pmtected by the
First Amendment
"Let the consumer hear both cities of the
story and decide for themselves," he said
Jones also took on the claim that adver-
icing is manipulative He argued that it is
not, because in the end people are not going
to buy what they do not want Ile cited New
Coke as an example It was heavily adver-
tised, but it did not sell
-Consumers really are a skeptical group
of people," lone% said
Jones answ tied the c hallo- that ads ents-
ing exploited kids to sa), mg that advertising
aimed at children was the most regulated of
all ads erticing
Subliminal acherticing was an area that
Jones did not spend much time on He
explained that it couldn't he proven to work,
so agencies did not use it and thus it was not
an ethical question
The last charge Jones took on was the
claim that ads ertisers are greedy
"My answer to that is the public se-nice
wott that has been done." Jones said.
Public set% ice announcements are ad-
vertisements that agencies do at no cost to
anyone but themselves
Jones wrapped things up by listing the
positives of ads reining By promoting com-
petition it lowers prices and raises quality It
also pays a large part of the cost of media
thus taking the cost from the consumer's
shoulders.
"It allows consumers to make informed
choices," Jones said "That is Trail! w hat it's
all about.
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ArtSForum
• What to do when you have nothing to wear - play!
• Awesome! Unbelievable! - It's the orchestra
• Man, "Demolition Man" is a smash!
What's
new Cu
the arts
scene
In The Near Future:
Lectiire: "When the Whalers Were
Up North.. Inuit Memories front she East-
ern A risic. " by Donithy Eher, Canadian
Writer and recorder of oral higory, Fri-
day, Oct 22. 4-10 p.m in the Bodwell
Dining Area. Maine Center for the Arts
Followed by a reception for the Hudseun
Museum's new exhibit of contemporary:
mutt prints and cars mgt. "Inuit Images
Their Life Through Their Art." Free
Mask: " Indecent Proposal. Friday,
Oct. 22, at 6:30 and 9:15 p.m, Neville
Hall Admission fee.
MCA: -Performance by Capitol
Steps. " Saturday, Oct. 21, B p.m.. Maine
Center for the Arts Admission fee.
Nlksr: "Performance by Pocket Ba-
ia rds A rtio Dr. Cue." Monday, Oct. 25,7
p.m.. 101 Neville Hall
On-going arts and
entertainment
TGIF Music, every Friday. noon.
Bangor Lounge. Ilmon.
Movies from India every. Monday.
6. 30 p.m.. 101 Neville.
Peace Studies Video Lunch Series,
every. Monday. 12 I5.l3Opm.Rangot
Lounge Union
Maine Review Poem n Readings, first
Tuesday of every: month. Ram's Horn.
Mo% ie and Live Music every Thurs-
day . 7 10 p.m.. RaMs Horn.
Charlie Chaplin: The Early Films of a
Screen Legend. the Mid-slay Tuesday
Video Program. 230-430 p in. every
Tuesday, MA Room, Memorial Union.
" May Black and White, " UMaine
Museum of Art exhibit. Ckt.14-Dec 1.
Hole in the Wall Gallery, Memorial Union.
-Meanie/lent Exhibit:ore. ' a UMaine
Museum of An exhibit. through Oct 31.
Hauck Gallery. Memorial Union
Welds Mori Meirinpriro Workshop.
allMiiineistisamtm of Art exhilit, through
No'. 1. 1938 Gallery. Carnegie Hall
"Monoprisurs" The John Scots Work-
shop." a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit.
through Nov R. Graphics Gallery. Me-
morial Union.
Ann Corcoran Cooper.. New. Paint-
ings a UMaine Mirreorn of Art exhibit
through Oct 25. Carnegie Hall
"Caories Pa-strangler Frain: Cre-
asing Community." an lartitaticasal Plan-
ning exhibit through early fait, Mew/
Hall
"Thr Art Mark," an exhibit of worts
by survivors of childhocsi Se‘ual show
onordmasedPr, kaitn Wail. Timpani mast
for Mid-Maine Medical Center's Diag-
nostic Program for fluid Abuse. Weer-
vine, nn display in the Worruni's Resource
, Center. 101 Fernald Hall, lbw. Oct W
then on display in the LIMairre Museum of
Art Carnegie H. November
• On-going arts and entertainment are
free unless otherwise fumed.
• MCA review
Orchestra reaches a new climax
By F. J. Gallagher
Staff Writer
One of the most finely -tuned. perfectly
engineered musical machines net assem-
bled captured the Maine Center for the Arts
and performed a program that included a
rendition of Beethoven's "Froica- sympho-
ny that bordered on the orgasmic
The Leipteig Geo andhatic Orchestra.
conducted hy the internationally -renowned.
Kurt Masur played one of 12 dates on their
U. S. tour here at t'Matrie this past Wednes.
day night. only to be greeted hy a house that
aas at hest. tuo-thirds full An analogous
situation would he oh. lets sas led Zeppe-
lin deciding to play the Bangor Auditorium.
and has ing the majority of the people decide
to stay home and Si atch MTV Such is the
caliber of this orchestra
I armed at the NIC.A at %hat I thought
a• coinfortahl earls 6 10. and a as greet-
ed by the strains of Beetho% en' Third Sym-
phony drifting down from the Kidwell Area
Heading upstairs to investigate. I ditcov -
ered !base Klokko. Unpertity of Maine
musk- professot. holding forth on the trialsW
themes that run through the piece 1 grabbed
a seat in the hack and found my self in the
middle of a Yery entertaining lecture Kloc-
to has a unique way of communicating the
emottis inherent to classical music. reduc -
trig arhat at first can seem to he an almost
intimidating piece of mum. to a cet if very
real universal emotions
Klocto holds these forums before most of
See ORCHESTRA on page Ii The control of a master--kurt Mastic conducts perfection (Courtesy photo.)
• Profile
New band stirs up local scene
By Jeoff Tardif
Staff Writer
sat do sou get a hens on combine ass
that's an Ciiki one oohed. • ants to hear an%
more What I a ant to talk about is a hand that
is nes% to the music scene he-re on campus A
collaboration has taker place on the local
scene under the name Memphis Soul Ste%
t formerly Blue "1 This hand it something
mu and challenging to the reduced and
struggling MUCK scene this year
The seven inernhers Mike Derritier. gui-
tar. Zilch Gondain. drums Scott 1 ane alto
sat. leg 1 tiT1Ch. guitar. its Rhoda. tenor
tax Birndan RemIl, . has'. and Bill Walker.
vocalt. CAM' together this %WE me of the
ashes of I undy and Ileroger't Highball
Blues Band lag year In one was or another
all the present rnernhers found themselves in
The Ram. s Horn at an open mike night, or
they met through mutual friends
Memphis Soul Ste% would deacrilie
themselves t I future listener as a group that
mays "soul-funk -tilues-yarr." but according
to the hand member'. "Things are yelling "
Thing, certainly have jelled fast considering
this score has onls heat median together
tor tom weeks total - hefty feat few ans level
;it musician
The hand cite many influences includ
mg ia7i. Mum. fusion. alternatit e. soul, funk.
5.11. and even death meta!
One can understand that with a seven
mernher goitre there is hound to he much
disersity among their musical styles, influ-
ences and hackgrounds A portion of the
=rigs who shaped the ansitml minds ot
these seven 'mimic Ruddy Guy. Roy
Buchanan, Charles Mingus. John Coltrane
and Steven Tyler
At this point the hand is playini mostly
covert with one Ishiestunk pit Trtscron the
hand rearranged and made then own New
material is being addressed and will he add-
ed to the live chow as soon at the wings air
ready All members collaborate to hong life
to originals and covers alike A sampling of
the coves the hand is presently working
with include "All Blum" by Mile Davis.
-Supertiad," by lame Brown and 'Rig, This
;cont." by The Rolling Stones
When asked what the hand's goals were
with ens proiect Lundy stated, • We d like ao
get paid once" Memphis- Soul Sara gated
they like to he abbe to play to audience
without selling their grab, in order to get a gig
LIST the hand is one veith tight time
changes mere% and an cinema', gage pm-s-
teno! whoa, include'. a /awn section This is
the frt.t time in a while sixth a collaboration
ot mutanans has taker place on the campus
scene Memphis Soul Stew s diversity
bead them into a lucrative career here in
Omno and brings a new light to the tetT11
kwal hand by including ray catorthonists
This divergence from the norm drums, bass_
guitar, swat an-angement. helps this hand to
stick out amongst the local hand scene and
then peers
Each hand member has hi place in rela-
tion to the other members Les Rhoda and
7ir4i Goodwin have hod' been in hands
together. as have leste Lundy and Mitt
Dermier These ces.tiotts produce a 9C1C-
ond -hand knowledge of each others styles.
changes and onlgre•sions atitch is an all too
important aspect for a hand's live perfor-
M1111Cf
The lest way for one to gain a true sense
of what the hand is all shout is to me Mem-
phis Soul Stew live The tend will he
this Saturday . On 23. at the Sigrnma liii
Ersslon house for home owning On Frida,.
Oct 2s). the band will he opal* for Elde-
beery late a die Ram's Hors. Per hand that
has only been together kir a few short week-1/4
Memphis Soul Siew has made worms to-
wards being a viable live local act
Memphis Soul Saes will leave crowds
with a *mum glow inside that only the
coming of dawn will quell Catch this head
live and Clar'S5 the blues inside
•
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Dressing up for a ni
By Kelly Fowler
volunteer Writer
lie-signing a costume for a pmduttion at
fauck intuit es 1110fr work than most people
dunk acconfing to the costume designer for the
!buck Serie, of theater performances
When costume designer Richard Mat-Pike
read the script for the upcoming production of
'The Importance's, Being Earnest." he had the
Victorian period in mind
-I was thinking about the characters and
immediately env imorsed the hustle." MacPike
said
The steps that go into designing a costume
and making it into the finished product are
numerous according to Ma.-Pike
Ile began looking iner the skint at the
beginning ist the sen tester and did rough sket.. h
es for the director Sandra Hardy Mat Pike ...it'd
it took a couple of sketches to agree on a
specific perusi and sty le fit the costumes
"Si triclinic, the du-et:tit has a specific time
period he or she wants to pi inlay OM stage."
Mat Pike said
Most of the men's cosnuirs A ill he pulled
Mini vinyl and altered is, fit the time pensil, hut
the women's costumes v. ill have to he made
from scratch. according to MacPike
The women's clothing fit this period we
are budding simply Pt-cause we have nothing
fit that period in the ank MacPike said
Mat Pike looledintoornoetisit makmg the
women mite masculine %Aft cook! oskwN and
the turn mite feminine with wanner o slits
"W e tots& A trrlf• time Ittexplor• that and see
what we came ur us ith interns' of tasting and
how well the cast could adapt to gender bend-
ing." MacPike said
After the initial fitting and measurements,
the costume, that need to he built are drafted bit
Lucia Williams-Young. the costume shop su-
pervisor
'The first thing I do is look at Richard's
sketches and draft up a pattern for the cos-
tumes," Williams-Young said
After the pattern, ate drafted. Wriliatris
Young w ill cut them out of muslin fabric and
sew a mock-up of the real costume
"We fit the muslin mockup on the actor and
do the necessary adjustments. take it apart and
either use the muslin or draft new patterns
depending on now radical the changes are."
Williams-Young said
MacPike said the hustles are made out of
more modem fahnt making them more func-
tional for the stage adding the bustle would
determine how an actor sits in a chair and how
she mot es
Fll n Whitten. a %vitt -shish stutkrit. is one
01 several work-study students who are gain-
ing expenence by working sin the costumes
with Machke
-I have hrea sewing for myself for six
year. What I didn't know before. I've learned
here,' Whitten said
The %vitt -study cludent, and tolenteers
help usith the hulk of the sew mg to get the
costume, ready for stress rehearsal
To work here someone has to have some
degree of sewing skills The. usually are in-
volt csf in sew tng and helping out on what ever
rimiest we hat e for the day." MacPike said
The wird is nit over %hen the play starts.
t out on the stage
Mac Pike said there are small problems iliat pop
up over the course of the production week that
include mending or altenng the costume,
the next pnnect for MacPike is the produc-
tion of "The man ho came Dinner tie said
he hasn't even thought of the costumes yet.
'The season is so busy I don't get the script
ahead of time. so I can't begin working on it I
have this show to do before I even consider
another one," MacPike said
Orchestra from page 1-
the classical pert tit iances. and y in can het that
next time, I'll he there for the entire lecture
The first part of the program consisted of
two works by Mendelssohn The "Os enure
to Ruy Bias. Op 95." and the "Sy whiny 04
in A-Major. Op. 907
In the "Overture," a Very majestic piece.
the main theme w as articulated by the strings
I-he amazingly effective contrasts in vol-
ume serv ed to underscore the v anabolic as
they wound throughout, concluding with
pow ertul crescendo
the second work. the "Sy mphony LI in
A-Major. Op. 90" is a magnificent example
of superb orchestration Motifs are circulat -
ed between sections of the orchestra simply
at first, and then restated in counterpoint
The highlight if the piece for me us as the
second movement sc hich teaturrd a broadly
stated legato theme, reminiscent of a hike
through the country -side
After a brief intermission the midiensr and
the orchestra rrturned for the much-anticipat-
ed rendition of Beethot en's "Symphony Olin
F-flat Maio c,' ct)(111114,111 known as "Eroica'.
This is quintessential Beethot en if ev er there
w as such a thing It is a ery indiv idualtstit
us here Beethoven takes the usual forms
and tt s mdth them. ettpailding Of contracting
them as the feeling dictate!.
Masur and the Crewandhaus Orchesti.t
were obtiously enjoying themselves and
their performance At limes, come of the
musicians were swaying hack and forth,
straining to put everything they could Into
the music Masur is sine of the more animat-
ed conductors you will ever see At times he
seemed to take the orchestra in his hands and
wring the sound out of them his gray hair
fling about in his efforts
The Second Movement of the "Eroica"
was almost unbearably intense Knov. n as
the Funeral Movement. it begins usith a
slow . deliberate processional theme in the
tippet strings. while the bass execute, A hat
some have teferred to as a muffled drum
sound Beethot en take, the theme and mots
it, plays with it, and one begins to think that
perhaps one can heat Death after all, hut.
ith the end of the movement. we are re-
minded of the impossibility of that
Overall. the massive 107-piece orches-
tra us as impeccable. From the formal tuxe-
dos to the perfection of their interpretation.
the entire program usas possibly the hest
performance that I have ever witnessed
$38,250.00
Attention student events coordinators!
The Comprehensive Fee Programing Fund Committee is now allocating funds for student events. If
your organization is recognized by the Association of Graduate Students or Student Government you're
eligible to apply. Already this year nearly $12,000 of funding has gone to groups like The Off Campus
Board, Residence on Campus, The International Student Assn., The Women's Ctr. and Maine Masque.
Applying is fun and easy' Turn your organization's next event into another Comp Fee success sto, y.
appiy today"
Applications are available at the following locations:
The Student Government Office
The Office of the Association of Graduate Students
The Office of Student Services
The Student Activities Office
Deadlines for application consideration:
Applications should be handed in to the Office of Student Services prior to your event. Deadlines are
October 25th, November 8th and 29th, and December 13th
(Third Floor Memorial Union)
It's your money...
Come and get
The Maine Campu
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• Your stuff
The Artists' view
Drawings by Dan Dunkle
Get The Picture
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
The new movie "Demolition Man- kicks
bun Sylvester Stalkine and Wesley Snipes
pack a great action film w ith pleni t humor
..,riceming the future and the state of America.
Stallone plays John Spartan, a csip re-
ferred to as the "Demolition Man His oh* -
Zile is to capture the worst ot society, . which
Sir ton Pheonix, played by Snipes Denis
I cars also stars as an unck-rground rebel siho
threatens the l'topia society in the year 2036
With the use of cryogenics. Spartan and
Pheonix are frozen to pay for their crimes in
the future Pheonis had framed Spartan by
killing about 20 people and later Spartan
blows up the building they are in
It has come time to pass out sentence to
Merino,. yet w hen they thaw him out he
goes out on a killing spree The future cops
don't know how to deal w ith his sty le. so
they thaw out Spartan to once again capture
this villain
The future has become a Utopia where
you are fined for searing. has e sex through
computer helmets. use seashells instead of
toilet paper. and are bombarded by signs
proclaiming BF WEl 1 Es ery rine is so po-
litically correct they have lost sense of cha-
otic- freedom
'The underground rebels who Inc under
the sewer system, led by Lear'., seem to he
s totem, but are they really i It may he they
just V4 ant freedom to express thernsels es,
without all limitations
This miss le has action. action. action.
Its well filmed and exciting The technolo-
p used in recent action film, such as "Ter-
minator 2- are used here as well
Stallone and Snipes do a great rob Snipes
is e%11 as the sarcastic, sadistic psychopath.
while Stallone tries to make sense out
eV en thing that is going on. and keep up w ith
the technology himself
Sandra Bullock play s the tuture cop w h,
Main St. Mountain Bike
27 North Main St, t)id Town (207) 827-0200
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gets together'.'. ith Stallone She has a fasci-
nation for the 20th Century and has a hunch
of "collector's items" like a "Lethal Weap-
on 3- movie poster Of course. Joel Silver
helped produce both "Demolition Man" and
the "Lethal Weapons."
It is interesting how the future is por-
trayed. For instance. Taco Bell is the name
of every restaurant in the area Apparently
they bought the rights to all franchises some
time during the turn of the century The food
is unrecognizable small tablets and pieces.
The can used in the future has e automat-
ic dosing and adjust to each driver automat
vitally. We even get a glimpse at what the
future Ford can may look like
Everything in the future is identified by
19
computer. There is no such thing as money,
merely credits added to each person's ac-
count. Each person has a linl . computer
chip inside their hand so that they can be
located at any time by the central computer.
Pheonix and Spartan were put in "the freez-
er" before this became common practice. so
they wouldn't he identified if they took off.
"Demolition Man- is a very entertaining
movie I would rate it as full price If you like
a good action film w ith some future implica-
tions. then You'd like this There is enough
humor, story line and themes to keep those
interested who are tired of just chase scenes.
This looks to he another blockbuster, and
with Stallone. Snipes, Leary, and Bullock_
I'm sure that this w ill appeal to many
Health Professions Club
Upcoming Events
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• Television
Congress taking dimmer view of TV violence
WASHINGTON (AP) - A pie in the
lace used to he cora.liered classic comedy.
t 'tut ssith Congress on the warpath ag :ins(
IV violence, scriptwriters had better think
twice before suggesting such a weft tor a
sitcom
Sen Ernest liolling s, D-S.C., chairman of
a Senate comnutter considering measures to
egulate TV % iolence, said Wednesday he
didn't think slapstick was particularly funny
in an era of increasing real-life may hem
Nor did Attorney General Janet Reno find
anything amusing about TV's dramatized
mayhem
With a be% y of industry heavyweights
tt,oking on. Reno told the committee the TV
tiviustry had better act quickly to end fiction-
:third violence or the government would
step in.
"Government intervention is neither the
hest option nor the first we should try ."
Reno said, urging lawmakers to give the
industry a few more months to prove it can
hange
"But if significant voiuntary steps are not
taken soon. government action will he imper-
ative.- she said
Hollings played a tape of a scene from the
CBS-TV situation comedy "Love and War"
that was broadcast Monday.
lbe show was set in a Ness York restau-
rant bar and this week's segment opened with
a tans% I
Punches and fumiture flew and bottles
bloke over heads in a highly choreographed
sequence reminiscent of saloon brawls in the
CO ahoy movies of yore
One of the characters tried to stop the
fighting and shouted over the din, "You all
see too much violence on television
Even though the lighting w as intense, "no
one gets hurt,- said Hollings lie and others
say they oppose violence that is treated as
funny or IA ithout consequence
"That w as slapstick." said }toward String-
er, prrsident of CBS Broadcas' Group "The
producer was satirizing TV violence The
attempt was not to glorify violence. but to
make it look '
The show 'c producer, Diane English, who
also produces the popular "Murphy Brown"
series, has been outspoken in her opposition
to congressional efforts to legislate on TV
violence
"We are not responsible for American's
ills. but WS %Cr, ears to blame Itonyst,ii,xi,• •
she said reventl% at a National Association of
Television Pr gram Executives seminal
English's writers took a dig at Congress
later in the "Love and War" segment w hen a
policeman came to the hat after another fight
'It's not really the criminals fault," the
cop re sponded to a ci,1111lient about the amouitt
of violence in the streets "I blame TV Once
we get a good labeling system you'll see this
problem clear up real fast."
Among the laws ('Ingress is considering
is one by Sen Dave Durenberger. R-Minn.,
that N ould require w anung labels
Parental advisories are being used no%%
oluntardy Entertainment executives told the
Senate panel more action w ill be taken in
response to congressional concern.
"We have become more thoughtful untie'
pressure,- said Stnnger
Anti-s intense public service announo•
ments are planned and a TV special on alter -
natives to violence will he broadcast simulta-
neously hy all the networks, the executives
said
Reno told the committee the industry
should he given until Januar% to regulate
itself, hut said she supported legislating if.
television doesn't improve
"Too much of today 'S programming nei-
ther uplifts, nor even reflects our national
values and standards," Reno said "Instead
of disseminating the best in our culture, tele-
% mon too often panders to our lowest com-
mon denominator "
LifeSports bears one of the largest
camping selections in Maine.
Everything from bug dope to bears.
LIFE SPOTS
Ullsworth, High Street
The Maine Campu.l.
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portsNews
The Carnpusl
Sports Ticker Black Bears set to begin title defense
21
• UMaine football takes on UConr) in Homecoming game
• Black Bear hockey heads to Providence
• DeBeck Column: Sportsmanship at its worst
CHESTNUT HILL, Mass —Boston
College freshman Jen Katy had a goal
and an assist Wednesday to give the Ea-
gles women's soccer team to a 3-1 in
over UMaine.
Rhonda Pelkey gave UMaine f2-10-
2) a 1-0 lead 1037 into the match, but
goals by Kelley and Kate MacMahon
gave the Eagles (8-6) the lead at halftime.
Kara Nance scored the final BC goal with
foe minutes lefl in the game
Allison Snooks made ninc saves in the
Maine goal, while BC's Karen IVVoe
and Tncia Cook each stopped two shots.
Eric Dickerson retires
SUWANEE, Ga. (API — Eric Dick-
er-son's stint with the Atlanta Falcons
ended as the NFL's No 2 career rusher
informed the team he was retiring
Dickerson had only 26 carries for 91
yards with Atlanta, which traded him to
Green Bay for John Stephens last week.
Dickerson failed a physical because of a
neck problem and returned to Atlanta's
roster.
In 11 seasons. Dickerson rushed for
13,259 yards, topped only by Walter Pay-
ton's 16,726 gained with the Bears.
Lemieux sets Oct. 28
as return date
PI11'SBURGH(AP) - - Mano Lemieux,
on scheduk frown his second back operation
in four yeas, pkans to return to the Pittsburgh
Penguins' larup Oa 28 against Quebec.
Lemieux missed the first eight games,
and will mica at least two more, following
wrgery July 28 to repair a :Unwed k wrN
hack muscle.
Darras discovered signs ot arthritis and
hockey-related wear and War in Lemieux's
lower hack, but die four-tore caring cham-
pain said he hasn't felt this strong in yews
The two-trme N'HL's M1T has missed
an average of 25 games the last four seacons
Lemieux hasn't played since the season-
ending playoff kiss to the Islanders May 14.
Pirates down Moncton, 3-2
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Jeff
Sirkka's goal with 1:29 remaining liffed
the Portland Pirates to a 3-2 victory over
the Moncton Hawks at the ('timberland
County Civic Center on Wednesday.
Three goals were scored in the final
3:21. The writing in the third period began
when Portland went to 2-1 on a goal from
Jeff Nelson Less than a mlnute later, the
Hawks (0-4-11 tied the game on Hanis
Vitalinsh's first goal of the season
Sirkka followed that play with his
first goal of the year. leaving the Pirates
unbeaten at home with a 2-0-1 record.
The winning goal came after a faceoff
when a slap shot from Martin Jininek
went in off Moncton goalie Sean Gauth-
ier's left skate.
• UMaine hockey
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Bring 'em on
Those are thoughts of (Maine hockey
coach Shawn Walsh and his players as the
1992-93 National ('hampions prepare to begin
their title defense this weekend with a pair of
games at Providence College
"We're ready,- Walsh said "Evers-body
going to be shooting for us this year, and
Providence gets the first crack. We'll be pie-
'Maine senior &tenser-Ilan lee Saunders
saki he is looking forward to playing in front of
the Friar, fans
-I love playing on the road.- hatinders sal
"It's fun to beat teams in front ot their home
fans"
Obviously, confidence isn't a factor for
these young Black Bears, who probably gained
a bre 'stow in self-esteem after tying lram
USA 3-3 last Sunday
And whs. wouldn't they he confident" At
ter all, even though the Black Bears are
11 players who didn't dress in the Blue
White last season, 1993 All-Amer:Kan and
Ilishey Baker Award winner Paul Kanya is
hack -- and that's a great place to start.
Kanya, who scored 15 goals and aided 75
assists last season, returns for at least 1 6 garnes
before leasing to join Team Canada in mid -
December Speculation is high that he will turn
pro and sign a multi-million dollar contract
with the NH1.'s Anaheim Mights Ducks, but
Kanya isn't tipping his hand just yet.
"I haven't made my decision vet" Kariy a
said "I'm so husy between homework and
hockey that I really don't have time to think
about those things"
The Black Bears, however, w ill he without
Kansas favorite Ingmar from last season for
the first 14 games Senior right wing Cal Ingra
ham, who scored a nation -leading 46 goals law
season, will not plas until Dec 10 due VI a
minis infraction regarding his eligibility wher
he transferred to I 'Maine in 1990
Walsh said his team will miss Ingraham,
hut he believes they have enough talent to
make up for ale sniper's alisence until he
returns
'Some of the 11 nes; guys have to step up,"
Walsh said "And I think that will happen.
We'll miss Cal, but we have enough talent to
pick up the slack while he's our"
Goaltending was expected to he UMaine's
weak point but after the outstanding perfor-
mances of sophomore Blair Marsh and fresh-
man Blair Alli son in the Team USA garne, it
looks as though it won't he a concern.
"Our goaltending question has been an-
swered,- Walsh said' These guy-s are going to
be very good goaltenders in Hockey East.-
Providence, hich handed UMaine one of
its hvo ties la_ca ison in a 16-16-4, is led by
forwards Brady Kramer and Brian Ridolfi.
Capta r. Paul Kariya lea Is the UMaine hockey team rn ovener versus
Providence Friday night (Boyd photo.)
• UMaine football
Black Bears host UConn
on Homecoming Saturday
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
For the Universiry of Maine football
team. this Saturday's Homecoming game
with thel*niversits of Connecticut truly is
a homecoming
Including their game 'A ith Richmond
in Portland two weeks ago (which was
considered a -home- game es en though it
was 2 112 hours from the Orono campus).
the Black Bears have been on the road for
foe out of their last six contests, incluimg
their last three
No wonder I'Maine coach Jack Cos-
grove says s a welcome relief to finally
he playing at home
s great to he hack.- Cosgrove said
"We're 1-0 here this season (17-13 win
over l'Macs Sept 18) and 1 think on Sat-
urday we have a pretty good shot of be-
coming 2-0"
It appears Cosgrove's troops are catch-
ing the Huskies at rust the right time
'Worm is 1-4 on the season (2-2 in the
ankee Conference) and have lost their
last three games, including a 20 1 7 loss
to UMass last week. UConn's recent
struggles have Cosgrove somewhat be-
fuddled
-1 thought 11Conn would he one of the
top dogs in our conference.- Cosgrove
said "They 'se got a lot of talent, and
they've lost some close games I'm cure
See HOMECOMING GAME
on page 23
• Co1umn
Hartford coach
a rotten sport
By Chris DeBeck
Sports Writer
Reporters are supposed to show some
obit-it:vim when covering events and re-
porting on them
After last Sunday'sl1niversity ofMaine-
Cniversits 01 Hartford men's soccer game,
however. a few points should he made
The game was very important for both
learn, A lo...winildeliminate Hartford from
the North Atlantic Conference postceason
tournament, while lIMaine would he all but
eliminated from the tourney
"There was a lot of emotion, a lot on the
line tor both teams,' I 'Maine striker Jake
See DEBECK COLUMN
on page 22
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DeBeck column from page 21
Ouimet said after the game
ll'nfortunately for Hartford, their emo-
tion — particularly the emotion of coach
JimEvans - ruined any chance for vic-
tory
Almost trom the opening kickot I, Is an.
disputed s umally ever ) decision from the
referee and the two linesman Evans swore
a blue streak, threw his hat, and fumed w hen
a penalty shot wasn•t called • it N as a
s image Bobby Knight performance
Little w onder that Es ans., play ers also
held the game officials in great contempt.
Hartford's Hoai Le needed the physical
restraint of two teammates when he was
ejected for swearing Es en after being
sent off, little ss as safe in Le's destruct is e
path.
Halftime brought little change to F s ans's
disposition or Hartford's lhe second halt
quickly became a foul-plagued affair. In-
deed. a total ot for yellow cards were issued
to both sides
The continued referee-baiting by Evans
clearly distracted his players An close call
was followed by a chorus of Hartford play-
ers likewise complaining
The real low point happened about 24
minutes into the second halt A UMaine
player and a Hartford man both went for a
loose hall in the midfield area After the ball
was headed away punches were thrown
Once the referee noticed the fisticuffs, play
was stopped and a melee ensued Incredibly .
no cards were issued to any player by the
referee
I 'Maine coach Scott Atherley decided to
substitute. try ing to diffuse an already tense
situation As th: player approached the
bench. Es an. sc led over to Atherley say -
mg the play rr should has c remained in the
Came
That tirade revealed an ulterior motives
— trying to deliberately injure players as a
sort of vigilante linaleei sot:eel-sit) le
After the game mercifully ended, the
postgame mien s were conducted, quotes
gathered and reactions noted Evans spent a
few minutes talking to friends, reit% ing the
game
I inters iewedl 'Maine play ers and ,Athei
ley . try mg to add color and quotes into the
game story Trying to balance my sources, I
slid over to Evans, hoping for at least a quick
quote
Es :ins uttered tw o 51ords reporters dread.
-- "no comment Slightly rebuffed. I turned
to leave. lhere were no hard feelings, after
all, it was an emotional contest.
Before I left, though. Evans had some
thing to say .
"No comment. unless you put in the
referee was a mother- " Evans said
"Put it down."
I soon left, heading back to the Campus
to ss nte the story. The game though, stuck
in my mind, particularly the postgame quote
by Evans
UMamecertainly was noimso,eihe tras
as the Black Bears also contributed :o the
choppy plas in the second half and the
constant whistles Bad calls were made on
all sides
Is ans, though, sent a chilling message to
his players with his constant abuse of game
officials Abusing game officials is okay.
never mind try ing to play the game and
adjust to the game flow
Here's hoping this week's game doesn't
follow suit
Chris Defirek, is a senior journalism
major from Brewer, Me who is gouty to gel
kicked in his kibosh tomorrow for his choice
lanpuaer
Pizza King
With this coupon
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• College basketball
Black coaches boycott
NABC stinunit
By Jim O'Connell
AP Basketball Writer
ClIARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) --- The first
NABC Issues Summit started with talk
i.entered on a boycott by the organirz-
tion's black monbers and ended with a
discussion on one of their main concerns
-- academic entra ice standards
The summit closed Wednesday with
those in attendance claiming it was a huge
success in raising issues that concern peo-
ple in college basketball lhe meeting left
the door open for the possibility of chang-
ing some rules and loosening some of the
seemingly endless regulations governing
the sport
Then still was an emptinees to the
two-day mini-convention with the absence
of the Black Coaches Association, who
opted instead to meet with the Black Con-
gressional t'aucui in Washington on Tues-
day. The RCA felt the issues they were
most concerned with — scholarship re-
duction and entrance requirements for
- were not being addressed.
l'niversity. of Maine coach Rudy Keel-
ing is among the coaches involved in the
boycott
But the topics were discussed and the
RCA was always a major part of the dia-
logue
"Some of the issues that the Pack
Coaches Association have rat red are ones
we desperately need to talk about and talk
is a two-sided street which means listen as
well as talk.- said 1)r Gregory O'Bnen,
chancellor at the Unisersity of New OT-
Icar., amithe chairman of the NC.4
idents Commission
O'Brien spoke of the proposed chang-
es in the academic requirements, further
steps from the current Prop 48 — 2.0
grade average in high school core curric-
ulum and a score of 700 on the SAT or 17
on the ACT -- to 1995 standards of 2.5
with a 700 or 17 or 2.0 with a WO ot 21.
figures the BCA have said are unfair to
minority students because of the stan-
dardized tests involved.
"We also need to recognize that a lot
of the pressure from our academic re-
forms came about from a totally unac-
ceptable graduation rate and huge (aca-
demic) casualties among 311 of our ath-
letes and African-American athletes in
particular," O'Brien said. "We have seen
dramatic increases in graduation rates
between pre-Prop 48 and now ,md we
have to continue to make progress. lf high
schools haven' t been able to adjust in their
curriculum and guiding youngsters in a
timely way to these new standards, we
may have to deal with the dates of imple-
menta1011...
Both O'Brien and Or. Thomas Hearn,
president of Wake Forest and chair of the
NCAA Presidents Commission Ethics
Planning Group. stressed the academic
changes were attempts to improve the
educational system in general, not punish
athletics
high school student has to realize
what is needed to complete a college edu-
cation.- Hearn said "It's time for some
students to realize that instead of going to
the mall they- have to sloth to make your-
self better and distinguish yourself."
Look for the third annual
Maine Campus Hockey
East Pullout Monday. It's
going to be slick.
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nation in sconng with 46 goals last season
when the Black Bears won the NCAA cham-
pionship
"It really didn't have much to do with
me It was an honest mistake and we report-
ed it 1 guess that's the hardest part "
Ingraham transferred from the 1.1 S Air
Force Academy to the (ni verity of Maine's
Bangor campus in late 1990 He played
hockey in the fall ot 1991. but the Nt NA
ruled he shouldn't have play ed until January
1992
The length of the suspension represents
the numbet of games Ingraham played while
he should have been ineligible He missed
Sunday's game against Team US A arid
will miss the first 13 games of the regular
season
The Maine Campus, Friday, October 22, 1993
• NHL Roundup
G retglky versus
By Michael Flam
Associated Press Writer
Wayne and Brent Gret7ky are now Na-
tional Hockey League opponents
And though it was all business when the
two played each other for the filo time
wednesday night. Brent thinks his famous
kader brother displayed a little sibling sym-
pathy in the ThuderDome
-We took four or five faceofts togeth-
er:. Brent said "I think I won one. and I
think he let me win it. too."
Wayne, the NM.' all-time scoring lead-
er, scored one goal and assisted on two
others to lead the Los Angeles Kings to a 4-
a victory over the Tampa Has Lightning
before 21,536 fans.
Wayne is 11 years oldei and in the 15th
season of an NHL career that took him away
from his hometown of Brantford, Ontario.
'Coming up the ramp, somebody men-
Gretzky NHL rivalry
tioned Way ne and my legs went funny,'' 21 -
year-old Brent said "It really hit me then."
Brent. a third-round pick in the 1992
entry draft, made his NHL debut against
Florida on Oct 9 before reporting to Atlanta
of the- International !lackey League lie was
recalled this week after the Lightning's Rob
DiMaia broke his kg
Kings coach Barry Melmse said the
Greolty brothers don't have much in com-
mon other than their last names.
"I'd never seen Brent play before to-
night," Melrose said "lie's a lot different
than Wayne. On the ice. they're not alike
Girti is just a unique player, and it's diffi-
cult to compare many players to him."
Wane assisted on lari Kurri's first-pen
od goal, then scored his fifth goal of the
season for a 2-1 Kings lead at II:34 of the
second period.
Shawn McEtathern's goal snapped a 22
tie 35 seconds into the final period. and
Gretiky and Mike Donnelly assisted on
Tomas Sandstmm's goal for a 4-2 Los An-
geles lead at 5:14.
Brent had only one good scoring oppor-
tunity but his shot from just left of an unpro-
tected Kings net hit the left post midway
through the final period
In other NUt games it was Quebec 5,
Hartford 2; Montreal 5, Hanford 2; New
Jersey 4, Anaheim 0: and Calgary 5, Edm-
onton 1
Nonalques S. Whalers 2
When Hanford fell behind 3-2 on Joe
Sakic's goal with 16 seconds left in the
second period. the Whalers weren't going to
get any help from their fans The Nonliques
went on to score two goals in the third period
for the final margin before an announced
crowd of 7,315. The Whalers drew 15,635
for their season opener against Miladelphia
on Oct 9. more than they has-e for their past
two home games combined
• NBA
Rodman ready
to help Spurs
By Chris Sheridan
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) --- Dennis Radmin is
sick of his blonde hairdo and tined of nasty
comments from his former team
The free-spirited forward who led the
NBA in rebounding the past two seasons has
been spoiling an eye-catching bleached flat-
top dunng the preseason.
He said Wednesday the -do" won't do
much longer
"I'm going to another color real soon.
But it won't be silver and black."
Those are the colors of the San Antonio
Spurs, who acquired Rodman from the De-
troit Pistons over the snoaner Die trade
for Sean Elliott— brought an end to Rod -
See RODMAN on page 24
• UMaine hockey
UMaine's Ingraham may appeal NCAA verdict
ORONO, Maine ( AP) The University
ot Maine may appeal an NCAA decision to
suspend hockey star Cal Ingraham for 14
games because of the university 's emx in
determining his eligibility
"I'm disappointed with it. especially for
Cal's sake," said !Maine Athletic Director
Mike Ploszek 'It just doesn't seem fair
with Cal entenng his senior year We are
considering what our options arc from an
appeal standpoint "
The NCAA announced Tuesday night it
was suspending the senior for 14 games in
response to the university's reporting a week
earlier of a mistake it made in interpreting
Ingraham. s eligibility in 1990
'I'm just a little surprised that they gave
me the most," said Ingraham, who led the
Homecoming game from page 21
they'll be pretty fired up on Saturday
But Cosgrove has confidence in the
abilities of his own team, which is 3-3
overall (2-3 in the YC) and has demon-
strated an innate ability to win close games
— the Black Bears' three wins have come
by a total margin of 10 points
"I think we match-up OK with them.-
Cosgrove said. "ft we're in it, it'll he
close, but I think we have some favorable
match-ups both offensively and defen-
sively
However, one match-up that appears
to he in the Huskies favor is their standout
backfield of Ed Long and Wilbur Gilliard
versus the Black Bears. defense
The t.Maine defense is ranked dead
last in the VC, allowing an average of
415.5 yards and 31 I points per game
That', good news to Long and Gilliard.
who have combined to run for 973 yards
and 16 touchdowns. Gilliard leads the VC
with 11 rushing scores
('Maine sophomore linebacker Ross
Fichthorn, who is second in the YC to
1.1Conn's Paul Duckworth in tackles with
91, is a vicious run stopper and could be
critical to UMaine's chances
"Ross and lemal (Morph. a UMaine
linebacker who is second on the team with
71 stops) have lead our defense all sea-
son." Cosgrove said "They have both
been excellent. and I'm sure they will lead
us again on Saturday "
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UMaine sports staff
weekend football picks
This week's i:uest ts Chios CaNic
ad salesperson for The Wain, Campus and
a fonner Casspois sportswriter He is a big
Vinny Testaverde fan and facially resem-
bles UMiami quarterback Frank Costa.
Sports editor Chad Finn. with a 4-2
record last week, still leads the peck.
John Black and Coleen Fty an carded 3-3
records, while Chris DeReck sucked it
up with a 2-4 mark Bonnie Simcoek. last
weeks guest, finished with a strong 4-2
record. especially considering she thinks
a football is nwind
College:
Connecticut GP tiMahse
Chad Finn t:Maine
Cfins Castellano, guest. t "Maine
Coleen Ryan: UMaine
(Ins 1)eBeck: I'Maine
John Black. UMairie
Delan are Ea UMass
Finn. Delaware
Castellano Delaware
Ry an Delaware
Delleck l'Mass
Black Delaware
Southern Cal 1? Notre flame
Finn Notre Dame
Castellano Notre Dame
Ryan: Notre Dame
DeBeck: Notre Dame
Black: Notre Dame
Syracuse @ Miami
Finn. Miami
Castellano: Miami
Ryan: Miami
DeBeck: Syracuse
Black - Miami
Professional:
New England Seattle
Finn Pats
Castellano Seattle
Ryan Seattle
DeBeck Seattle
Black Seattle
Pittsburgh @ (les eland
Finn Steelers
astellano Brroans
Ryan Steelers
DeBeck Steelers
Black Steelers
Current Standings:
Finn 19
GUCti 18-10
Ryan 15-13
DeBeck 14-14
Blast 11 15
Rodman front page 23
man's  y stay with the Detroit Pistons.
i)em o witch Dun Chaney spoke Wednes-
day in a ci Inference call about the disruptions
Rodman caused last season. The All-Star
regularly missed practices. drew a suspen-
sion and was once found sleeping outside the
Pistons arena with a rifle in his truck.
"There were too many distractions that
didn't allow us to compete Morale-wise,
we've cleaned up the Detroit Pistons,"
Chaney said
Those comments didn't sit too well 'auth
Rodman.
"To hell w ith them I helped them win
two championships, now I'm the had guy,"
he said after the Spurs lost a 95-75 decision
to the New York Knicks and dropped to I -
2 m the exhibition season
"I open my mouth. I tell it like it is."
Rodman had a few other choice words
for Chaney, none of which can be printed
herr He said he prefers to look ahead to his
first season w ah the Spurs and put his seven-
year career with Detroit behind him.
Still. he couldn't stop knocking the Pis-
tons
don't associate with those guys any
more Use got a lot of had feelings toward
that place, their system." Rodman said.
The Spurs can only hope that a change ot
scenery will hung out the best in Rodman
He is paired along the front line with David
Robinson, going the Spurs one ot the best
defensive duos in the NBA Rodman was
named to the NBA's all-defensise team in
each of the last five seasons.
Rodman was his usual all-over-the-court,
reckless self against the Knicks, diving into
the stands throwing elbows and missing
foul shots
Rodman scored only six points, but he
did grab 14 rebounds, giving him an average
of 14.7 hoards a game in three exhibition
games
His antics may be better accepted in San
Antonio, where coach John Lucas is some-
what of a former free spirit himself. The
Spurs c oach brought an unconventional style
of coaching to the NBA when he took os er
last season, letting players run the huddle
during timeouts, for instance, to test their
leadership qualities.
'Rodman is the ty pa of player who will
he good for inc..' Lucas said.
Watch for Monday's really cool
Hockey East Pullout section in
The Maine Campus.
Maine Campus clasifieds Stop by thebasement of L
ord
Mil for your clarcsified ad.
Seeking tutor 4 nou-5. wk 55
hour to' 9th grader w r,!",t,1
dsah •. , :4--
HIRING FOR SUMMER'94-Suo
oPPortui ties th iougriout New Engiars,::
for motivated, hardworking studen S
am $5000 - $12,000 running own bus,
ness Cat 800-346- 4649/Cohe9e Pro 
'WIN-set 75 hilaricjijscollegeT -shirts
profit 5412 50 A risk -free program
22 designs Call now for free cat.log 1 _
800- 304 3309 
ALASKA EMPI.OTMENT-Students
needed, Earn up to S2,500+ /mo in canner
les or on fishing vessels Many employers
provide room& board 8 transportation No
ekrienen,P necessary For rincre ohorma
545 -4155 ext A5067
Male and female strippers rieee
h..' , Cal Exotica 947-
(MEEK up bo lax. in lust
one :son.- -aternity, sorority • dubs ra ro,
S • 00C t.T vourself ' And a FREE SHIRT lust
for calinta • Fcv"Be'.'
Someone needed to share a 2 bed
Morn house ri Founders' Place Oronc
$20G per rno Cal Gayle 866- 3032
Room for rent-Private country log
home 7 miles to Unry Kitchen 8 laundry
privileges 5260/rnonth ind utils Non
smokers Call 827-8281
'91 Toyota-2 d- 4 extia t,res, AM 'FM
',tees- assette 42,000 moles Exc con
ditio- and out-S5000 866 4609
Female students! Protect you-se" vic a
new non - mace like aerosol spray that
-enders attackers helpless Non-lethal,
non toxic & only 511 00 Send to V
Mistretta, 1405 Ave 2, Box 161, Brooklyn,
NY 11235 Order now 30 day guarantee
Loft -Ven sturdy Paid S 00, ask IN S75
Price somewhat !leg Cab Am% at 866 -
7370 or 990 5472
Amiga SOO computer-Super resolution
graphics aric: loiter music and speech
Like super VGA and soundblaster built -
in' 1 Meg memory. 2 disk drives, color
monitor, over 100 games animation,
and prodixtivrty programs Mouse and
2 joysticks 1400 '8 0 Wit, COnSodf,
trades Jeff 827 7928
1985 Dodge Charger-New ti-es looks
g -ea! • rio -1•
work I'
Psychic Reader neips in at probier-s
di d' d ; -900-288- 5140 ert
2033,53 99,frnel must be ',Stirs Pfocall
Co (602) 6'
Lost: Honda key attached to small brown
wallet i ost behind Stewai ornmons
Call 866 7796, ask for len
Lost Par of green wool mittens in Union
Call Gt/firth 866 4748
Lost: Pink day planner/add-ess book, in
Room 137 Bennett Hall on 10/19 If
found, call Alyssa at x6792
Lost: Blue pearl earring Lost possibly in
or around Hauck if found, call Kathryn
Foley at 581 -1246
Lost: Black leather day planner/address
book Lost evening of 10, 18 in reference
center area of library If found call 827-
6179 Reward offered
Lost: Men black jacket sv/ green shoul
ders Lost 10/7 in 316 Aubert If found.
call 827-3185
Found: Gold flea-t locket !fls( rip
lion and picture Call x3142, ask 4o. R.ta
Found: Srn black cat w, bit of brown on
face Cat s6583 if yours
Found: Black arid whte (mostls I o
(at, found on Hilltop Call x7535 o• k - -46
Found: Antenna founci outside
(um!..rlarid Hall last Friday ',tor •ne
Maine Ca- . its yours
I bedroom, Sirri Lrg full bath, gas
heat. quiet neighborhood For serious
student. 10 minute walk to campus
866 2366 after 4 30 
Orono-Unfurnrshed, 2-8R, 2 story with
garage and washer dryer hookup 5150 a
month Call  86F 7816. leave messair_.
Students! sB unit ir es cond Close to
campus Really clean 5650.irno heated
Call Paul at Pt Realty 942 4815
Can't find parking for UM Hockey
Games? Seaso- v,rkirg spots being
sold a* TKE Fraternity. Call 866-
7569
Wanted: 10=d one Gerry Band ticket
for Portland' Any extras' Call 866-0054
FERNALD SMACK BAR- 'Home of the
gracious greeting' Open Monday Fri
day 7a fin -2p m Call for take-out
x1404
Orono Thrift Shop-Wed 11 a m -4
p m . Sat 11 a m -2 p m From Main
take Pine, 2nd right to Birch
Car Stereos, aiarms-We carry Rock
ford, Fosgate. Clarion, JVC, more
Soundslsapers-145 Elm St. Brewer
98° '889
Free kitten-5 mo. old, black, to giu to
good home, accessories included Please
call left 866- 3850
We're bad! Mae A 'P',A.P s!' rine-%
for birthdays, fraternity, so-,-)r,ty
special occasions Call Exotica 947-
4406
YOU'RE et AND WE WANT YOU! Join
SAA Students Helping Students Wed,
5 10 pm, Crossland Alumni Ctr
SAA'S GOT TI4 SPIRIT! loin us We're
the painters of the Bear Paws! Wednes
day. 5 30 pm, Crossland a,jmn Cen
ter
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Al' THE
BEAR'S DEN. weekt$ TAILGATE PARTY
grypirwav 99 food specials star? at 8'00
